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! I could / X could not gain an advantage in trade competitaon through this submission.

[l t am / E am not directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of the submission that:

(a) adversely effects the environment.

See submission document ottoched

E Support the above provisions

E Support the above provision with amendments

E Oppose the above provisions
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See submisision document attached

See submisision document ottoched

! Accept the above provision

! lccept the above provision with amendments as outlined below

! Decline the above provision

E I not declined, then amend the above provision as outlined below

Amend os follows:

lf others make a similar submission, please tack this box if you will consider presenting a joint
case with them at the hearing.
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the right to access and correct personal information.
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INTRODUCIION

1. Fish and Game is broadly supportave of the intent of the Healthy Rivers/ Wai Ora Plan

Change 1 (PC 1). ln principle, Fish and Game supports the Objectives of the plan change, but
submits that amendments are required to meet the requirements of the Vision and Strategy

for the Waikato Riverfe Ture Whaimana o Te Awa o Waikato (the Vision and Strategy), The

National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014 (NPS-FM) and achieve
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ecosystem health. While Fish and Game is broadly supportive of the provisions of PC 1,

amendments are required to enable the Objectives of to be achievable upon

implementation.

2. This submission covers the mandate and standing of Fish and Game in submitting on PC 1, a

synopsis of Fish and Game's submission, and specific submissions addressing the policies in

each part of PC 1.

A. FISH AND GAME MANDATE AND RESOURCE

A7. Fish ond Gome Mandote

1. Auckland/Waikato Fish and Game and Eastern Fish and Game are two separate entities, with

separate jurisdictional boundaries. This is a joint submission from both entatiet which are

collectively referred to herein as "Fish and Game".

2. Fish and Game Councils are crown entataes established under the Conservation Act 1987 with

functions to:

26Q(1)...monoge, mointoin ond enhonce the ports fish ond gome resource in the recreotionol

interests of onglers ond hunters...

(b) to mointoin ond improve the sports fish ond gome resource-

(i) by mointoining ond improving occess; ond...

(iv) by ensuring there ore sufficient resources to enforce fishing ond hunting

seoson conditions; ...

(c) to promote ond educote - ...

(ii) by promoting recreotion bosed on spons fiish ond gome; ...

(e) in relotion to plonning,-

(i) to represent the interests ond ospirotions of anglers ond hunters in the

stotutory plonning process; ond ...

(iii) to prepore sports fish ond gome monogement plons in occordonce with

this Ac/.; ond...

(vii) to odvocote the interests of the Council, including its interests in

hobitots...

3. ln addition to Fish and Game functions set out above, s7(h) of the Resource Management

Act 1991 (RMA) states that all persons in achieving the purpose of that Ac.. "sholl hove

porticulor regord to ... the protection of the hobitot of trout ond solmon".

A2. Monogement ol Sports Fish ond Game Blrd Resource

Sports fisheries

4. Sports fisheries have had statutory recognition in NZ since 1857, with the largely salmonid-

based (trout and salmon) fisheries a key value in, and attribute of, our freshwaters. The
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current statutory basis and regime for sports fishery management is provided under Part VA

of the Conservation Act 1987, a part of freshwater fisheries management, together with
associated Freshwater Fisheries Regulations 1983 and Anglers Notices promulgated annually

under this legislation.

Game bird resource

5. Game birds are recognised in the First Schedule of the Wildlife Act 1953 and they are

managed under Part 2 of the Wildlife Act, with associated regulations and annual Game

Gazette Notaces. Several of the principal game birds (grey duck, paradise shelduck, shoveler

duck, black swan and pukeko)are native species.

Sports fish ond gome bird monogement

Sports fishery and game bird management is addressed in Part VB of the Conservation Act

1987. The nature of this species management by DOC and Fish and Game Councils is set out
in some detailfor each Fish and Game region in their respective Sports Fish and Game Bird

Management Plans. Sports Fish and Game Bird Management Plans are prepared and

approved in accordance with section 171 of the Conservation Act 1987. Sports Fish and

Game Bird Plans must have regard to:
(a) the sustainability of sports fish and game in the area to which the plan relates; and

(b) the impact that the management proposed is likely to have on other natural

resources and other users of the habitat concerned; and

(c) must include such provisions as may be necessary to "maximise recreational

opportunities for hunters and anglers"

As statutory management plans, there is a requirement that they be had regard to in the

course of preparing PC 1 (s 66(2XcXa) RMA).

Management of the habitat of all freshwater fish and wildlife and appropriate provision for
amenity derived from the fishery and game bird resource, however, is the responsibility of
regional and district councils under the RMA. The Auckland/Waikato Sports Fish and Game

bird Management Plan (2010) recognises that the region's sports fish are a public

resource managed by Fish and Game on behalf of license holders, irrespective of their
location, and that territorial authorities are required under the purpose and principles

section of the RMA to have particular regard to the habitats of trout and salmon and to
recognise and provide for the protection of significant habatats of indigenous species. The

Sports fish and Game bird Management Plan recognises and promotes the protection of the

habitat of sports fish as an essential component to the sustainable management of
these populations. ldentification of habitats an PC 1 ensures local authorities give due

recognition to sports fish and game bird resources and habitats in their planning.

Whilst sports fish and game bird species are managed by Fish and Game Councils, the

management of their habitat is almost always the responsibility of the relevant regional

council (s31, Resource Management Act 1991). Therefore, the design and implementation of
regional plans is of the utmost importance to Fish and Game.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Wetlonds
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10. Wetlands are some of the most daverse, complex, and productive ecosystems on earth.

Supporting and providing essential habitat for an array of micro-organisms, plants, insects

and animals. They are biodiversity hot spots supporting indigenous flora and fauna, along

wath game bird species. Wetlands also play a crucial role in environmental regulataon

including flood, water quality, erosion and sediment protection; groundwater recharge; and

climate regulation; in addition to providing recreational and amenity values.

11. Since European settlement in the mid-1800s, the vast majority of New Zealand's wetlands

have been drained or irretrievably modified for costal land reclamation, farmland, flood

control, and the creation of hydro-electricity reservoirs. lt is estimated that only 107o of the

original wetland environment remains in New Zealand. ln the Waikato Region, only a quarter

of wetlands extant in 1840 remain. Loss of the region's wetland habitats including small and

ephemeral habitats is thought to be contributing to the decline in the regions duck

populations, and associated loss of game bird hunting opportunaty.

12. The RMA requires regiona! councils to protect wetlands as a matter of national importance

under: section 6(a) of the RMA - preservation of natural character; 6(b) preservation of
outstanding natural features; and under 6(c), the protectaon of areas of significant

indigenous vegetataon and significant habitats of indigenous fauna. Under s 6(c), due to the

rarity of these remaining habitats, all wetlands should be considered significant.

13. Objective A2 of the NPS-FM requires the maintenance and improvement of water quality in

a region including the significant values of wetlands.

14. Objective M of the NPS-FM in relation to water quantity and allocation recognises the

significant values of wetlands.

15. Ensuring that the Waikato Regional Council (WRC) identifies all their remaining wetland

habitats and as such protects and increases these habitats and their values is an objective of
the AucklandAA/aikato Sports Fish and Game Bird Management Plan 2010.

A3. The Sports Fish ond Gome Blrd Resource Alleaed by PC 7

16. The Auckland/Waikato Fish and Game Region encompasses the entire catchment of the

Waip6 River, and the Waikato River and catchment from Maraetai Dam (Mangakino)

downstream. The upper reach of the Waikato River, from the edge of Lake Taup6 to the

boundary at Maraetaa Dam, fall within the Eastern Fish and Game Region.

Eostern Fish ond Gome Region

17. The Eastern Fish and Game Council-managed sports fishery in the Waikato sub-region

consists of the Waikato River, five hydro lakes on the river, and a number of tributaries

flowing into the mainstem Waikato. Many of the streams flowing into the Waikato River are

spring fed. During the summer they provide important cold water refuges at their

confluences where trout congregate. These cold water confluences are popular fisheries at

that time of the year, and often provide high catch rates. The fisheries are primarily used by

local anglers and visitors during the summer, particularly the Pueto, Kaiwhitiwhiti, and

Torepatutahi Streams. There is some fishing on the mainstem of the Waikato River and

reservoir fishing on the hydro lakes is popular.

18. The dairy farming areas, partacularly those in the Reporoa valley, provide good areas of
habitat for dabbling duck. The drains in this area and the cut off meanders of the Waikato
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River provide quality nesting and brooding areas. There are a number of important wetlands

in the Waikato sub-region, including Hardcastles lagoon and Rawhiti.

Aucklond/Woikoto Fish ond Gome Region

19. PC 1 relates to two nationally significant features in Auckland/Waikato Fish and Game's (and

New Zealand's) freshwater inventory:

a. The Waikato River, which is classified as a nationally significant trout fishery in the

Auckland/Waikato Sports Fish and Game Bird Management Plan 2010.

b. The internationally significant Whangamarino Wetland complex, which includes 700

ha of Fish and Game owned and managed wetlands. Whangamarino wetland is

listed as a site of national significances in the Auckland/Waikato Sports Fish and

Gamebird Management Plan 2010.

20. The North Waikato, the Waikato River and delta, as well as lakes and wetlands throughout

the boundaries of PC 1 as notified, provide extensive waterfowl hunting opportunitaes. The

lakes and wetlands along the lower Waikato River floodplain provide complex habitats,

important to a range of species including native species considered threatened and game

species. The delta area is intensively hunted.

21. Whangamarino Wetland is an internationally significant wetland, recognised under the 1971

Ramsar Convention and is one of New Zealand's six wetlands of anternational importance. lt
is one of the only two representative examples of a peat bog wetland left in the world, with
the other being the Kopuatai wetland, also found in the Waikato Region and facing similar

issues. These form the largest wetland complex in the North lsland, and are considered of
national importance for their flora and fauna, which support a number of rare and

endangered fish, and bird species, and a number of nationally threatened and regionally rare
plants. Whangamarino wetland is habitat to about 400 different plant and animal species. Of

these, 17 are classified as threatened, including one species of plant - the swamp helmet

orchid lCorybos corseil that lives only at Whangamarino. Restoring water levels through the
construction of the Whangamarino weir has recreated a large opportunity for waterfowl

such as black swan, grey duck, mallard and NZ Shoveler to live and breed in the Wetland.

This Wetland is under threat from excessive nutrient and sediment loading. PC 1 fails to
recognise the significance of the Whangamarino and define a freshwater management unit
(FMU)forthe wetland.

22. The reaches of the lower Waikato offer winter habitat for brown trout which spend the
warmer months in the WaipS headwaters. The Waikato River flows through both Cambridge

and Hamilton and provides good fishing for local residents. The Karapiro Dam tailrace is also

closely accessible from these centers and offers a significant trout fishery.

23. The South Waikato (the upper reaches of the Waikato River) offers a mosaic of streams and

rivers and farm dams that attract wild duck. Spring-fed rivers are common throughout the
South Waikato offering abundant rainbow trout populations in generally clear water. There

are eight Waikato River hydro-lakes, all of which hold rainbow and brown trout and create

locally and regionally important recreational fisheries. The headwaters of the Waip6 River

contaan many excellent fisheries including the Upper Waipi River, Puniu River and

Mangatutu Stream. Many of the tributaries of the hydro-lakes also hold significant trout
fisheries. However, the sports fishery in the Waikato River catchment below Lake Taup6 is in

serious decline presumably due to declining water quality within the Waikato Region.

9
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Angler use in the catchment has dropped to about a third of the partacapation in 1995r

despite nearly flat licence sales over that same period.

24. Rainbow trout are the most amportant sports fish in the region. They are abundant and

occur in a wide variety of habitats that provide many different angling opportunities. Water

quality is the most significant factor that affects distribution, as rainbow trout are absent

from waterways with poor water quality in the Auckland/Waikato Region. Rainbow trout are

only present in low numbers in the lower Waikato River below Huntly, most likely due to
poor water quality. The average size of a rainbow trout appears to be directly related to

water clarity with large trophy trout present in rivers with very clear water, and rainbow

trout rarely weighing more than 1.5 kg in reaches with poor water quality.

25. Most of the Waikato's sports fish and game species have self-sustaining populations,

therefore of the retention of harvestable populations depends on maintenance of habitat.

As a result, the bulk of Auckland/Waikato Fish and Game's efforts go into habitat protectaon

and advocacy for that habitat. Advocacy to ensure that PC 1 aligns with Fish and Game's

values and interests is a key aspect of habitat protectaon in the Waikato and Waip6

catchments, as habitat in both catchments is severely affected by land use activities.

B. SYNOPSTS OF SUBMISSION

87. Reosons for Submlsslon

1. Fish and Game supports the intent of the CSG in seeking full achievement of the water

quality objectives of the Vision and Strategy which states:

Our vision is for a future where o heolthy Woikoto River sustoins obundont ltfe ond

prosperous communities who, in turn, ore oll responsible for restoring ond protecting

the heolth ond wellbeing of the Woikoto River, ond oll it embroces, for generotions

to come.

2. The Vision and Strategy has been made operative through Part 2 of the Regional Policy

Statement for the Waikato, and was developed as a result of the Waikato-Tainui Raupatu

Claims (Waikato River) Settlement Act 2010, the Ngaati Tuwharetoa, Raukawa, and Te

Arawa River lwi Waikato River Act 2010, and the Ngaa Wai o Maniapoto (Waip6 River) Act

2012.

3. Fish and Game acknowledges the intent of the 80 year time frame for achievement of the

water quality objectives of the Vision and Strategy on the basis that the full implementation

of the water quality objectives of the Vision and Strategy will take time, and that in some

catchments the load-to-come paired with lag periods for the full realisation of leaching may

mean that improvements in on-farm practices at notificataon date will take 50 years to be

realised.

4. Fish and Game therefore supports the 80 year time frame for achievement of the water

quality objectives of the Vision and Strategy to the extent that the water quality objectives

sought in PC 1 reflect the standard of water quality required by the Vision and Strategy itself.

Fish and Game has requested changes to the tables within this plan to ensure that the 80

I 
Unwin & Rouse 2016. Angler usage of New Zealand lake and river fisheries Results from the 2014/15

National Angling Survey

10
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year goal is ecosystem health, rather than nitrogen toxicity in some rivers and streams as the
current table suggests.

ln addition to the requirements of the Vision and Strategy, Fish and Game is supportive of
provisions that ensure the current plan, which is the first step in the 80 year process,

appropriately addresses the Purpose and Principles in Part !l of the RMA, gives effect to the
NPS-FM, the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement, and the Waikato Regional Policy

Statement.

However, while some provisions of PC 1 as notified satisfy elements of these requirements,

as a whole, implementation of PC 1 will fall short of achieving these statutory requirements.

Fish and Game's primary reasons for this submission are to ensure that this Plan:

a. accurately reflects and provides for the water quality objectives required by the
Vision and Strategy;

b. gives effect to the Waikato Regional Policy Statement;

c. sustains the potentia! of the freshwater resources to meet the reasonably

foreseeable needs of future generations (including those set out in the Vision and

Strategy);

d. safeguards the life supporting capacaty of freshwater, which includes ecosystem

health;

e. ensures that the preservataon of the natural character of wetlands, lakes, rivers and

their margins from inappropriate use and development is recognised and provided

for;
f. recognises and provides for wetlands as significant habitats and protects the

significant values of wetlands;

B. ensures that agricultural land use is appropriately managed and that the effects of
these activities on the environment (including cumulative effects) are avoided,

remedied or matigated;

h. sets in place a rule framework and methods that achieve the objectives of PC 1;

i. sets numerica! targets (within the meaning of the NPS-FM) for attributes that reflect
and achieve the matters listed above.

Fish and Game accepts that achievement of the Vision and Strategy and requisite water
quality states will be, in the context of the natural resources planning cycle, a long,

intergenerational process. However, Fish and Game submit that for the reasons listed above,

the proposed plan as notified does not meet ats statutory requirements under the RMA, the
NPS-FM, the Waikato Regional Policy Statement, and the Waikato Regional Plan. The basis of
Fish and Game's submission is:

a. The purpose and principles of the RMA , including but not limited to:
o 5(1)the sustainable management of natural and physical resources;

. 5(2Xa) sustaaning the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding

minerals)to meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations;

o 5(2Xb) safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soi!, and

ecosystems;

. 5(2Xc) avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects of activities on the
environment;

5.

6.

7.

8.

11
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o 6(a) recognising and providing for the preservation of the natural character of

the coastal environment, wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins, and

the protection of them from inappropriate subdivision, use, and development;

o 6(b) recognising and providing for the protection of outstanding natural features

and landscapes from inappropriate subdivision, use, and developmen|

o 6(c) recognising and providing for the protection of areas of significant

indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna;

o 7(b) have particular regard to the efficient use and development of natural and

physical resources;

o 7(c) have particular regard to the maintenance and enhancement of amenity

values;

o 7(d) have particular regard to antrinsac values of ecosystems;

. Tlfl have particular regard to maintenance and enhancement of the quality of

the environment;

o 7(h) have particular regard to the protection of the habitat of trout and salmon;

o 7(i) have particular regard to the effects of climate change.

b. The New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010;

c. The National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014 (NPS-FM);

d. Auckland/Waikato Fish and Game Sports Fish and Game Bird Management Plan

2010;

e. Eastern Fish and Game Sports Fish and Game Bird Management Plan 2014;

f. The protection of recreational fisheries and game bird resources, including the

protection of rivers, lakes, wetlands, and their margins;

g. Maintenance and enhancement of the quality of freshwater environments, includang

wetland environments, as habitats for sports fish and game birds;

h. The Waikato Regional Poliry Statement 2016, including but not limited to:

i. safeguarding and improving the life supporting capacaty of freshwater

bodies where they have been degraded as a result of human activataes, wath

demonstrable progress made by 2030;

aa. ensuring that the outstanding values of a fresh water body that result in that

water body being identified as an outstanding fresh water body, and the

significant values of wetlands, are protected and enhanced;

i. The water quality objectives of the Vision and Strategy, including but not limited to:

i. Ensuring that PC I is capable of establishing a trajectory of improvement in

water quality which can foreseeably lead to achieving the water quality

objectives of the Vision and Strategy, particularly reaching the standard of

being safe to swim in and take food from over the entire length of the rivers

and catchment;

ai. The restoration and protection of the health and wellbeing of the Waikato

River;

iii. The adoption of a precautionary approach towards decisions that may result

in significant adverse effects on the Waikato River, and in particular, those

effects that threaten serious or irreversible damage to the Waikato River;

t2
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iv. The recognition and avoidance of adverse cumulative effects, and potential

cumulative effects, of activities undertaken both on the Waikato River and

wlthin the catchment on the health and wellbelng of the Waikato River;

v. The recognataon that the Waikato Raver is degraded and should not be

required to absorb further degradation as a result of human activities;

vi. The protection and enhancement of significant sites, fisheries, flora and

fauna;

vii. Development of targets for improving the health and wellbeing of the
Waikato River by utilising matauranga Maori and latest available scientific

methods;

viii. Recognising and protecting appropraate sites associated with the Waikato

River that are of significance to the Waikato regional community;
ix. Encouraging and fostering a 'whole of rive/ approach to the restoration and

protection of the Waikato River, including the development, recognition and

promotion of best practice methods for restoring and protecting the health

and wellbeing of the Waikato River.

x. Ensuring that cumulative adverse effects on the Waikato River of activities

are appropriately managed in statutory planning documents at the time of
their review.

82. Relielsought

Auckland/Waikato Fish and Game seek the following relief:

1. The relief outlined under section C "Specific Submissions" below and as appended in

Appendix 1;

2. That PC 1 gives effect to Part 2 of the Resource Management Act 1991;

3. That PC 1 gives effect to the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 and the National

Policy Statement - Freshwater Management 2014;

4. That PC l gives effect to the Waikato Regional Policy Statement 2016;

5. That the Auckland/Waikato and Eastern Sports Fish and Game Bird Management Plans are

had regard to;
6. That PC l gives effect to the Vision and Strategy;

7. That all remaining wetland habitats, particularly the Whangamarino wetland are recognised

as significant and protected from further degradation and !oss, and that their significant
values including game bird values are protected, and the creation of new wetland habitats is

facilitated;

8. That the heightened significance of the Whangamarino wetland complex is recognised by

way of a specific FMU, with the inclusion of appropriate attributes and targets in appropriate
sites;

9. That the objectives of PC 1 and numerical attribute targets in Tables 3. 11-1 are capable of
establashang a trajectory of improvement in water quality as measured through regular

review periods to ensure that the water quality objectives of the Vision and Strategy are

achieved in 80 years;

10. That the objectives of PC 1 and numerica! attribute targets and limits are sufficient to
safeguard life supporting capacity, ecosystem health and processes of fresh water, provide

for the habitat of trout and indigenous fish, provide for primary contact recreation and

13
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cultural values including mahinga kai, and recognise and protect the natural character of

rivers, lakes and wetlands;

11. That Tables 3.11-1 includes appropriate attrabutet including limits and targets, which

provide for the life supporting capacity, ecosystem health and processes, of fresh water,

provide for the habitat of trout and indigenous fish, provide for primary contact recreation

and cultural values including mahinga kai, and recognise and protect the natural character of

rivers, lakes and wetlands. This includes the introduction of additional freshwater attributes

as limits and targets, such as nitrate-nitrogen, phosphorus, and ecosystem health as

measured through the macroinvertebrate community index (MCl) and other appropriate

measures;

12. That Tables 3.11-1 includes appropriate attributes to enable an accurate characterisation of

water quality and ecosystem health and therefore enable regular reviews to assess the

effectiveness of the provisions of the plan and pro8ress towards its objectives, policies,

limits, and targets;

13. That discharge rules, including those for diffuse discharges ancillary to land use activitiet

meet the requirements of s70 RMA, administrative law requirements, and relevant planning

considerations;

14. That values, objectives, policies and methods (including rules) ensure that land is managed

sustainably to achieve freshwater objectives, including the maintenance of water quality and

where degraded, its improvement overtime;

15. That Farm Environment Plans are placed into an appropriate and transparent framework of

review and accountability;

15. The inclusion of regulations which ensure that point and non-point discharges are managed

and allocated within science-defined limits and that the property or enterprise-level

allocation of discharges within these limits is equitable and consistent, efficient and

effective, occurs as part of a trajectory of water quality improvement, and promotes

sustainable management;

17. That in at- or under-allocated sub catchments (where freshwater objectives and targets are

met but not exceededl, land use and ancillary discharge actavaties are regulated to ensure

that at a minimum, that water quality is maintained;

18. That in sub-catchments approaching, or at full allocation, and in over-allocated sub-

catchments (where freshwater objectives and targets are currently being exceeded), land

use and ancillary discharge activities are regulated to ensure that sub-catchments are placed

on a trajectory of improvement;

19. That nitrogen leaching limits and targets within catchments are established based on known

water quality requirements for ecosystem health and then allocated back to land based on

the natural capacity of soil, using a land suitability approach such as Land Use Capability

(tUC) or similar alternative;

20. That any required percentaBe reductions an nutraent loss or leaching utilise farm system

economic analysis to assist in determining the extent of possible reductions at the farm,

catchment, and regional scale;

21. That nutraent transfer or trading regimes are provided in order to enable leaching reductions

to be achieved at least cost and with maximum flexibility of resource use (to enable

economic benefits to be maximised from the available resource) in cases where the required

L4
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outcome and targets for that catchment cannot be met with natural carrying capacity based

allocation systems or where communities choose this system of allocation;

22. That provisions are included in the Plan to preserve the natural character of the coastal

environment, wetlands, lakes and rivers and their margins and the protection of them from
inappropriate subdivision, use and development;

23. The inclusion of objectives, policies and methods (including rules) that holistically address

sediment discharge and include diffuse sediment discharge from farming activities;

24. That the implementation methods (including rules) are sufficient to achieve the objectives of
PC 1;

25. Any further relief which addresses the issues raised by this submission and any

consequential amendments.

c. sPEcrFrc suBMtssroNs
Note: This submission has been set out in an attempt to be user friendly. The outcomes sought and

the wording used is a suggestaon only. Where a suggested action or relief is proposed it is with the
intention of 'or words to that effect which would address the reasons stated for the relief sought'.

C0. Physlcal Scope ol PC I os notlfied

1. On 3 December 2016 a significant area of the north-eastern catchment of the Waikato River

was withdrawn from notification of PC 1 for consultation with Hauraki iwi. The area

concerned is of particular relevance to Fish and Game, and is significant on a national and

international level. The area includes the Whangamarino wetland and the surrounding

complex, including part of Lake Waikare and surrounds.

2. The Waikato Regional Council have indicated that it intends that the area being withdrawn
be re-incorporated into the plan change process next year, with specific submissions on the
area being received after the consultation period has ended.

3. The result of the withdrawal at the time of submissions is that the catchment area as

notafied is incomplete, and does not reflect the definition of the Waikato Raver contaaned in

Vision and Strategy.

4. By definition, the entire catchment for the Waikato River, including the area withdrawn from
notafication, should be included in PC 1 as a requirement of the Vision and Strategy.

5. While Fish and Game recognise that appropriate consultation is fundamental in addition to
the principles of sustainable management and the requirements of the NPS-FM and the New

Zealand Coastal Policy Statement, the physical scope of PC 1 as notafied is opposed on the
basis that the entire Waikato catchment is not included.

6. Re-inclusion of the entire Waikato catchment in notification of PC 1, including the
withdrawn area and all elements of PC 1 pertaining to the withdrawn, would constitute
appropriate relief.

C7, Seaion 32 RMAcrftlque

Port B - Development of Plon Chonge 7

l. Fish and Game acknowledge the intent of the Waikato Regional Council in developing PC I
through a collaborative process, and is not theoretically opposed to such a process. Fish and

Game respected the wishes of the collaborative stakeholder group not to have crown
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entaties on the CSG but went to meetings in support of the environmental NGOs.

Nevertheless, Fish and Game were concerned that NGO recommendations were consistently

turned down and, do not feel that the process met the standards of true collaboration. The

section 32 report does not make any meaningful critique of the collaborative process

undertaken, and as such is flawed.

C.2.2.11 - Scenorio modelling outputs

2. The economic analysis undertaken to inform the plan is flawed in its fundamental principles

as it assumes that all reductions in nutraent loss will incur economic cost. lt also does not

take into account the myriad economic benefits assocaated with improved water quality. As

such Fish and Game submit that the economic modelling relied on in part C of the s32 report

should not be relied upon.

Port E3 - Moking Reductions: Cotchment wide rules, Form Environment Plons ond Nitrogen

Reference Point

3. Fish and Game disagree that the rules as drafted in the proposed plan are the most

appropriate, efficient and effective provisions to achieve the objectives of the proposed plan

and the purposes of the RMA and considers that alternative methods (including rules) to

achieve these are necessary if the objectives are to be met.

Cotchment wide rules ond buffering

4. While catchment-wide rules are considered in the s 32 evaluation and determined to be not

the most appropriate way to achieve objectives (in option 5), catchment-wide stock

exclusion (one element of option 5) was considered 'most appropriate'. Catchment wide

buffers and setbacks for grazing and cultivation were considered inappropriate, however.

Fish and Game believes that in the first anstance that the prevention and management of

sediment flowing from disturbed land to water through the introduction of buffers and

setbacks as the most cost-effective regime for reducing impact on freshwater from farming.

The exclusion of stock access to water through fencing is only one aspect of the issue, as the

mere existence of a fence will not necessarily prevent sediment flowing to water from land,

and there are also many situations where the cost of a fence may exceed the benefits to be

obtained from it. Fish and Game notes that despite the option 5 being excluded, minimum

requirements for setbacks exist in the Rules and FEPs through the stock exclusion standards.

The minimum standards prescribed are dependent on three broad slope classes. As such the

evaluation is flawed.

Output limits for nitrogen leoching

5. The section 32 report introduces an option called Variation A to model property-level output

of discharges in order to set numeric reduction targets. This approach is similar to the

approach recommended by Fish and Game in this submission. A useful discussion of the

approach was provided, however, there is a dependency issue as the flaws in the economic

model in turn led to flaws in the assessment methodology that was used to reject this

optaon. lt is also not clear how "insufficient information in the public domain" can be used to

reject this option when the recommended approach within PC 1 also relies on knowledge
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that is not in the public domain. After all, there is no way to determine a nitrogen reference
point without also obtaining that data from farmers. Therefore Fish and Game submits that
this component of the section 32 report is flawed.

C2. Volues (3,11.1)

1. Fish and Game supports that several values core to its operations and anterests are included

in the values listed, but submit that some values should be referenced with more clarity and

specificity. This is necessary:

a. to set out the cascade from values to objectives to policies and rules (as set out in
s67 RMA and required to give effect to the NPS-FM ).

b. to achieve the purpose and principles of the RMA, the National Policy Statement on

Freshwater Management, the Waikato Regional Policy Statement, and the Waikato

RegionalPlan; and

c. to identify values which accurately give effect to the water quality objectives of the
Vision and Strategy.

2, The values requiring amendment are as follows:
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Value Support/
Oppose

Reason Action

3.11.1.1 Mana Atua/
lntrinsic Values
The Health and Mauriof

Support
with
amendme
nts

1. Ecosystem Health is a compulsory nationalvalue under the NPS-FM, and Fish

and Game supports the value that the Woikoto ond Woipd cotchments support
resilient freshwoter ecosystems ond heolthy freshwoter populations of
indigenous plonts ond onimols.

2. This is because the value as stated encompasses the health of an ecosystem as

a whole as well as the constituent populations of flora and fauna.

3. As drafted however, bullet point narrative is unclear. lt is important the value

as drafted reflects ecosvstem health.

Before the first bullet
point add the following:

o fresh woter
stondords ore
set to ochieve
ecosvstem
heolth.

the Water:
Ecosvstem Health

The Health and Mauriof Support
with
amendme
nts

1. The health and wellbeing of the environment is an additional national value

under the NPS-FM.

2. Fish and Game supports that landscape and aesthetic features (which would

include undeveloped stretches) are included.

3. ln addition, the aesthetic characteristics pertaining to the water appearance

such as colour and clarity are also core anterests which should be included, and

are outlined in the NPS-FM.

4. Specifically include the
appearance of the
water, including colour
and clarity in this value.

the Envaronment:
Natural Form and

Character

3.LL.t.2 Mana Tangata/
Use Values
Mahinea Kai/Food

Gatherine. places of
food

Support
with
amendme
nts

Mahinga Kai is an additional nationalvalue under the NPS-FM.

Fish and Game supports that important freshwater native species are currently
recognised.
While the value acknowledges that the rivers provide for freshwater game and

introduced kai species, the rule should more clearly identify these as including

sport fisheries. This is because the value should recognise all fisheries, rather
than the presence or absence of species.

Fishing of rainbow and brown trout is an additional nationalvalue which should

be provided for in this category.
Eastern Fish and Game and Auckland/Waikato Fish and Game's Sports Fish and

Game Bird Plans and s 7 of the RMA ('protection of the habitat of trout and

salmon') should be had regard to.

1.

2.

5.

Specifically include
fisheries in this value.
lnclude brown and
rainbow trout as specific
sports fish of interest to
anglers in this value.
lnclude MCI as an
indicator to ensure that
the primary food supply
of the ecosystem -
benthic anvertebrates -
are considered.

7.

8.

The health and mauri of Support
with
amendme

Human health for recreation is a compulsory national value under the NPS-FM.

Fish and Game supports the provision that the rivers should be safe for people

to swim in.

1.

2.

5. Specifically include the
use of rivers, lakes and
wetlands for

the oeople: Human
health for recreation
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B.Or,MlwslrrL2t
1. Fish and Game broadly $pports the oblectlvcs of the plan as notlffed, but submlt that somc obirctlvls requlre amendments to b€ supportable

and/or should be outlined wltt more cladiy and spedficity. This is necessaiy:

a. to ensure the sascadc from values to obrectives to policles .nd ruhs (as set out ln s57 RMA and to glve efu to the NP9FM) enables PC 1

to adrierre lts obrectiresi

b. to adrleve th€ purpose and princlpl€s ofthe RM& and

c. to set obrectlves which accurateh tive efu to the water qualtty oblecttres of the Vlslon and Strategy.

2. Th€ obiecrives requidnS am€ndment are as tollou6:

nts 3. The use of rivers, lakes and wetlands for recreational hunting and angling is not
currently provided for (except to the extent rivers provide recreational
resources).

4. This value should be explicitly included in recognition of the policies contained
in the Eastern Fish and Game and Auckland/Waikato Fish and Game's Sports
Fish and Game Bird Manasement Plans.

recreational hunting and
angling in this value.

Obiective Support/
Oooose

Reason Action

New
objective(s)
Ecosvstem
heolth

Support 1. Water quality must be restored and protected with a view to restoration and
protection of ecosystem health in order to meet the purpose of sustainable
management and achieve consistency with the water quality objectives of the
Vision and Strategy.

2. lnclude an objective as follows:

New Obiedfue: Restorotlon ond
protectlon of ecosvstem heolth:
Ecosvstem heolth is ochieved in Woikoto
rivers. lokes ond wetlands within 80 veors
os o result of stooed reductions in ooint
ond non-point source dischorqes.

New
objective(s)
Wetlonds

Support 1. The objectives do not recognise the significance of all wetlands to enable
policies, rules and methods protect them as s6(c) habitats under the RMA, to
restore these habitats where degraded; to recognise and provide for their
values including game bird values, and to enable the creation of new habitats.

2. Wetlands should be recognised as significant habitats, and their significant

3. lnclude an objective which
recognises the significance of
wetlands as follows:

N ew O bl edlve : Cl o sslfr cotion,
Mointenonce ond Enhoncement of
Slanlficont Wetlands:
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values should be protected. o) All wetlonds within the Woikoto ond
Woiod cotchments ore ossessed ond
odded to Toble 3.7.7 of the oorent
olon.

b) Wetlonds within the Woikoto ond
Woiod cotchments ore mointoined or
enhonced to protect their
ecosvste m s. i ncl u d i no hvd rol oo icol
functionino ond extent,

Objective 1 Support
with
amendme
nts

7.

Fish and Game recognises the intent of the CSG in seeking full achievement of
the water quality objectives of the Vision and Strategy in this plan; Objective I
is the only objective of the plan which attempts to gave effect to the water
quality objectives of the Vision and Strategy in ful!.
Fish and Game support the long-term 80 year time frame for restoration and
protection of water quality on the basis that the full implementation of the
water quality objectives of the Vision and Strategy required is likely to be

costly and difficult, and that in some catchments the load-to-come paired

with lag periods for nutraent leaching may mean that pre-notification
practices by diffuse polluters will continue to effect water quality for up to
another 50 years.

However, Fish and Game supports the 80 year time frame only to the extent
that the water quality targets sought are consistent with a water guality

standard that can foreseeably achieve the water quality objectives of the
Vision and Strategy. An 80 year timeframe is not supported for achievement
of targets that do not gave effect to the Vision and Strategy.

As notified, the water quality standard sought in Objective 1 (as set out in the
targets in Tables 3.11-1) does not give effect to the Vision and Strategy.

Restoration and protection of water quality in a way that gives effect to the
Vision and Strategy, will require numericalwater quality targets to be set at
levels conducave to ecosystem health, meaning that the aquatic ecosystem is

healthy such that it is able to sustain its ecological structure, processes, and

functions, intrinsic and non-consumptive values including fishery values and is

6.

L4.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Amend Tables 3.11-1 80 year

attribute targets so that attributes
and targets assigned are consistent
with ecosystem health measures and

achieving hea lthy freshwater
ecosystems.
lnclude a range of attribute targets
for all sites and sub-catchments that
provide a clear linkage and

assessment and measurement chain

from the desired freshwater
outcome to required reductions in

nutrient loss from land by way of an

allocation system.
lnclude appropriate sites for every
sub-catchment in Tables 3.11-1.

Ensure clear linkages between Tables

3.11-1 and Table 3.11-2.
Add missing targets and limits into
Table 3.11-2, including ecosystem
health based limits and targets.
The sites, attributes and targets set
out in Tables 3.11-1 of Aooendix 1
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resilient to human impacts and climate change.
Tobles 3.11-l

9. Tables 3.11-1 does not include sites for every sub-catchment, and as such wil!
not be sufficient to support "restoration and protection of water quality for
each sub-catchment" as required by the Objective.
The numerical 8O-year targets as currently set out in Tables 3.11-1 will fail to
give effect to the Vision and Strategy, as they do not represent ecosystem
health.
The range of attributes selected for each site is not sufficient or appropriate
as measures and targets for water quality that give effect to the Vision and
Strategy.
The range of attributes selected for each site is not sufficient or appropriate
to characterise water quality for the purpose of measuring progress towards
achieving the Objective.
More broadly, Tables 3.11-1 does not contaan appropriate attributes, targets,
or sites to recognise the values of the plan (as required by NPS FM) and give

effect to the Vision and Strategy, achieve Objective 1, or accurately
characterise water oualiw and ecosvstem health.

10.

11.

L2.

13

and additional appendices to this
submission constitute relief sought.

Objective 3 Support
with
amendme
nts

Fish and Game supports the objective to make short-term improvements in
water quality in the first stage of restorataon and protection of water quality.
This is because full implementation of the water quality objectives of the
Vision and Strategy is likely to be costly and difficult. Fish and Game accepts
that a stepwise approach will be necessary.
However, Fish and Game supports the objective to achieve a portion of
required change between current water quality and the 80 year water quality
attribute targets only to the extent that the 80 year water quality attribute
targets are consistent with the water quality objectives of the Vision and
Strategy atself.

ln addition, the portion of change targeted for over the short term period is

supported only to the extent that, applying the precautionary principle, the
portion of improvement enables future Schedule I processes to achieve the
water quality objectives of the Vision and Strategy in 2096.
While the time limit (2026) for actions to be out in olace and imolemented

1. 17. lnclude short-term attribute targets
for all sites.

18. Re-draft the explanatory narrative as

follows:
Actions put in ploce and implemented by
2036 to reduce dischorges of nitrogen,
phos phorous, se d i me nt o nd mlcroblol
pathogens, hove ochieved thirty percent

of the required chdnge befinteen current
woter quolity ond the 80 yeor water
quolity ottribute torgets in Toble 3.77-7.
once this Plon hos been ooerotive for 20
veolL
19. Short term targets need to be

defined and refined.
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has been set, no "short term" defined timeframe for the achievement of
targets for water quality required by Objective 3 has been set in either
Objective 3 or Tables 3.11-1.

5. ln order to ensure a trajectory of progress towards the 80 year objective, and

to enable users of the current plan to assess its success, short term water
quality targets must be set to a specific point in time.

6. A ten percent change towards the long term water quality improvements is

indicated by the short term water quality attribute a targets^ in Tables 3.11-1,

and Fish and Game considers that this is not sufficient to place the
catchments onto an appropriate trajectory of improvement. 30% is the
midpoint of leaching reductions that are achievable whilst maintaining
profitability.

7. Some short term targets can be easily achieved within 5 or 10 year timeframe,
such as a reduction in E Coli concentrataons at median flow and below.
Others, such as the 30% natrate-natrogen reductions from current leaching

requested by Fish and Game will require 20 year targets
8. lmprovements in water quality as part of the current planning cycle should be

targeted for within a defined timeframe, be measurable, and represent an

appropriate portaon of change required; this is required in giving effect to ss

30,67 and the provisions of Part ll of the Act and the NPS-FM.

Tables 3.11-7
9. Tables 3.11-1 does not include sites for every sub-catchment, and as such will

not be sufficient to support "restoration and protection of water quality for
each sub-catchment" as required by the objective.

10. The timeframe for "short term" is not defined.
11. As notified, Tables 3.11-1 attributes and targets are not sufficient to ensure

that fresh water resources are sustainably managed to safeguard life
supporting capacity, ecosystem health and processes of fresh water, provide

for the habitat of trout and indigenous fish and the significant values of
wetlands. The attributes and targets notified do not provide for primary

contact recreation and culturalvalues including mahinga kai, and recognise

and orotect the natura! character of rivers, lakes and wetlands.

20.

2t.

Add the words "gS!Sg!!91b.!E
Vision ond Stroteof at the end of
the bold title of Obiective 3.

lnclude a range of attributes for all
FMUs that enable an accurate
characterisation of water quality and

ecosystem health, and therefore
enable reviews to assess the
effectiveness of objectives, policiet
rules and methods.
lnclude attribute targets in Tables

3.11-1 suitable to ensure that fresh
water resources are sustainably
managed to safeguard life
supporting ca pacity, ecosystem
health and processes of fresh water,
provide for the habitat of trout and
indigenous fish and the significant
values of wetlands, and to measure
progress towards these outcomes.
Amend the numerical 80-year
attribute targets in Tables 3.11-1 to
give effect to the water quality
objectives of the Vision and Strategy.

The limits and targets set out in
Table 3.11-1 of Appendix 1 to this
submission would constitute relief
sought for rivers and streams.
Appropriate indicators for lakes and
wetlands need to be included.

23.
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13.

L4.

15.

16.

The numerica! 8O-year attribute targets as currently set out in Tables 3.11-1,
and therefore the numerical short term attribute targets set out are
insufficient. 80 year targets fail to give effect to the Vision and Strategy, or
represent ecosystem health. Short term targets fail to establash a trajectory
of progress towards foreseeably achieving these outcomes.
The range of attributes selected for each site is not sufficient or appropriate
as measures and targets for water quality that give effect to the Vision and
Strategy.
The range of attributes selected for each site is not sufficient or appropriate
to characterise water quality for the purpose of measuring progress towards
achieving the Objective.
No short term targets have been set for attributes in the lake FMUs. This is
contrary to the requirements of ss 30 and 67 RMA, Part 2 RMA and the NPS-

FM, and makes it impossible for users of the plan to assess the effectiveness
of the Plan's provisions.

More broadly, Tables 3.11-1 does not contain appropriate attributes, targets,
and sites to recognise the values of the plan (as required by NPS-FM), ensure
that freshwater resources are sustainably managed or provide for a trajectory
of chanEe towards achievine the Vision and Stratew.
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Ct* Pofitullrr.r)
l. tlsh and Game broadly supports many ot the pollcles ot the plan as nodrled, but submit that some polichs require amendments and additions to be

supportable and/or should be outlined with morc darity .nd specmcty.

2. The pollchs requlrlng arnendment are as iollowi:
Policy Support/Oppose Reason Action
3.11.3 General Oppose 1. Fish and Game has requested amendments to some

objectives in PC 1. ln order for the policy cascade set
out in s 67(1) RMA to be effective, consequential
changes should be made to the policies and
methods (including schedules) in order for the
obiectives of the olan to be achieved.

2. Retain, delete, or amend policies in

sectaon 3.11.3 to ensure that they
will, individually and collectively,
direct how the objectives as retained
or amended by the Fish and Game
submission, are to be achieved.
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3.11.3
New Policy(ies)

Support 1. The policies as notified are not sufficient to
implement the objectives of PC 1.

2. lnclude policies in section 3.11.3 to
ensure that they will, individually and

collectively, be capable of
imolementine the obiectives.

Policy 1: Manage
diffuse discharges of
nitrogen,
phosphorout
sediment and
microbial pathogens

Support with
amendments

1. Fish and Game supports the policy to manage and

require reductions on a sub-catchment scale.

However, methods a)and b) are not sufficient to
achieve sustainable management.
Amendment is required to ensure that freshwater is

sustainably managed including 'avoidance of an

adverse impact' as a first priority and avoidance of
significant adverse impacts as a bottom line.

There should be a linkage in a) through to the rule
framework, consistently with Policy 1 in Part 3.5.3 of
the Operative Regional Plan, so that it is clear that
activities with "low level of contaminant discharge"
are those defined in the Rules.

Stock exclusion is not in itself sufficient to address

contaminant runoff from land disturbed by humans

or animalt and as a stand-alone measure does not
promote sustainable management of freshwater,
riparian margins, and soil, and is insufficient in

recognising and providing for the preservation of the
natural character of wetlands, lakes and rivers and

their margins, and the protectaon of them from
inappropriate use, and development.
Fish and Game supports an incentive to avoid

sediment runoff in addition to stock exclusion rules.

lncentives for farming activities which include
riparian buffers in addition to stock exclusion
measures should be included.

2.

5.

6. Re-draft a)and b) as follows:
o) Enobling, throuoh permitted

octivitv rules. octivities with o
low level of contominont
dischorge to woter bodies
provided those discharges do not
increose ond odverse effects.
includino cumulotive effects, ore
ovoided:

b) Requiring lormlng adlvities with
moderote to high levels of
rrinto m i n o nt discho rge to w ote r
bodies to reduce their dischorges
so os to avoid odverse effects.
i ncl ud i n o cu m u lotive effects.
throuoh the use of resource

consents
Specify that the reduction of
discharges will be achieved byl
allocotino diffuse dischoroes to land
bosed on science defined limits ond
to roets. o n d proo ressive lv ph osi n o

out the over-ollocotion of
contominont dischoroes over time.
lnclude an additionalmethod of
achieving reductions by gl
proo ressivelv i ncre osi no ri oo rion
bufferino of rivers. streoms drolns.
wetlonds and lakes.

7.
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Policy 2:
Tailored approach to
reducing diffuse
discharges from
farming activities

Support with
amendments

1. Fish and Game supports a tailored approach to
reducing diffuse discharges from farming activities,
but submits that as proposed, this policy fails to
promote the sustainable management of land and
water resourcet and is not a sufficient step towards
giving effect to the Vision and Strategy.
ln addition to requiring reductions, sustainable
management requires that adverse effects are
avoided, remedied or mitigated.
Fish and Game supports the use of Farm

Environment Plans to specify appropriate mitigation
measures and to specify how farm systems dray be
redesigned or improved, but opposes using Farm
Environment Plans or Certified lndustry Schemes to
specify the quantum of reduction on the basis of
legal and planning principles.
It is not clear in the policy whether Farm
Environment Plans are part of a resource consent or
hold a separate status. Allmitigation actions
required to bring activities within regulatory
requirements for discharge reductions must have
the status of resource consent conditions.
Output based targets for nitrogen leaching per
hectare per annum for properties or enterprises,
which are set within science based limits and targets
to achieve freshwater objectives are supported.
While Fish and Game supports a proportaonate
degree of reduction, relating this to current
discharge is arbitrary and will not promote
sustainable manaBement and the achievement of
ecosystem health. Rules should be included which
ensure that point and non-point discharges are
allocated to achieve science defined limits and

3.

4.

7.

12. Ensure the policy is consistent with
the changes contained in Fish and
Game's amendments sought in
Appendix 1.

13. Redraft a)as follows:
a) Toking o toilored, risk bosed opproach
to define mitigotion octions on the lond

reouired reductions specified in this olon

in dlffuse dlschorges of nitrogen,
ph osph orous, se d i me nt o nd mlcrobiol
pothogens, with the mitigotion octions
to be specified in o Form Environment
PlonMospartof o
resource consent; W

iW
14. Delete b) in its entirety.
15. Redraft d) as follows:
16. il Reauirina the deoree of reduction

in diffuse dischoroes of nitrooen
ohosohorous. sediment ond
microblol pothoaens to be in
occordonce with the short ond lono
term toroets in Toble 3.77-1. the sub-
cotchment reduction toroets ond
timefromes in Table 3.77-2. ond the
sub-cotch me nt n itrooe n leoch i no
reductions in Schedule E.

17. Add the following paragraph:

fl Promotino the use of rioorion
buffers to ovoid sediment
dischoroe.
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9.

targets and that the property or enterprise-level
allocation of discharges within these limits is

equitable and consistent.
To promote sustainable management and

implement the NPS-FW and Vision and Strategy,

water quality improvements should be towards
ecosystem health irrespective of the scale of water
quality improvement required.
In order to promote sustainable management, c)

and d) should ensure that farm or enterprise
reductions are achieved based on sub-catchment
allocations within science-defined limits; that in at-
or under-allocated sub catchments (where

freshwater objectives and targets are met but not
exceeded), land use and ancillary discharge activities
are regulated to ensure that at a minimum, the
resource is used efficiently; that in approaching, at
allocation, and in over-allocated sub-catchments
(where freshwater objectives and targets are

currently being exceeded), land use and ancillary
discharge actavaties are regulated to
discharge/leaching standards which are set to
progressively decline over time to ensure that
leaching is reduced to meet the receiving water
targets and achieve the freshwater objectives of the
Plan;

To be equitable, those activities and land users

which have the most nutrient loss should bear the
majority of the costs in reducing that nutrient loss.

Adverse impacts should be avoided in order to
promote sustainable management. Fish and Game

supports a policy to avoid sediment runoff in
addition to stock exclusion rules. The policy should

10.

11.
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include provision for the protection of wetlands and
significant habitats and promotion of use of riparian
buffers in addition to stock exclusion.

Policy 3:
Tailored approach to
reducing diffuse
discharges from
commercial vegetable
production systems

Support with
amendments

1. Fish and Game supports a tailored approach to
reducing diffuse discharges, but submits that as
proposed, this policy fails to promote the
sustainable management of land and water
resources, and does not give effect to the Vision
and Strategy.
ln addition to requiring reductions, sustainable
management requires that adverse effects are
avoided, remedied or mitigated.
Fish and Game supports the use of Farm

Environment Plans to specify appropriate mitigation
measures, but does not support using Farm

Environment Plans or Certified lndustry Schemes to
specify the quantum of reduction on the basis of
legal and planning principles.
It is not clear in the policy whether Farm

Environment Plans are part of a resource consent or
hold a separate status. All mitigation actions
required to bring activities within regulatory
requirements for discharge reductions must have
the status of resource consents.
ln order to promote sustainable management, c)

and d) should ensure that farm or enterprise
reductions are achieved based on sub-catchment
allocations within science-defined limits; that in at-
or under-allocated sub catchments (where
freshwater objectives and targets are met but not
exceeded), land use and ancillary discharge activities
are regulated to ensure that at a minimum, the
resource is used efficiently; that in approaching, at

2.

3.

5.

9. Ensure the policy is consistent with
the changes contained in Fish and
Game's amendments sought in
Appendix 1.

10. Add to the end of al "ond wh!!g.

ovoidi no sionificont adverse effects" :
11. Amend e) as follows:

e. ldentified mitigotion actions ore
set out ond implemented within
timeframes specified incit}c+ o Form

EnvironmentPlon@
Dort of o resource consentfrrla
ryei@
Seheg,a

12. Redraft g) as follows:
'ol 

Reouirino the deoree of reduction in
dlffuse dlschomes of nitrooen.
ohosphorous, sediment ond microblol
oothoaens to be in occordonce with the
short ond lono term toroets in Toble

3.77-l the sub-cotchment reduction
toroets ond timefromes in Toble 3.77-2.
ond the sub-cotchment nitrooen leochino
reductions in Schedule E.

13. Add the following paragraph:

14. Promotino ond incentivisino the use

of rioorion buffers to avoid sediment
dischoroe.
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6.

a llocation, and in over-allocated sub-catchments
(where freshwater objectives and targets are

currently being exceeded), land use and ancillary
discharge activities are regulated to
discharge/leaching standards which are set to
progressively decline over tame to ensure that
leaching is reduced to meet the receiving water
targets and achieve the freshwater objectives of the
Plan;

Adverse impacts, particularly significant adverse
impacts should be avoided in order to promote
sustainable management. The policy should include
provision for the protectaon of wetlands and

significant habitats and promotion of use of riparian
buffers in addition to stock exclusion.
While Fish and Game supports a proportionate
degree of reduction, relating this to current
discharge is arbitrary and wil! not promote
sustainable management. The inclusion of rules
which ensure that point and non-point discharges

are allocated within science defined limits and that
the property or enterprise-level allocation of
discharges within these limits is equitable and

consistent.
To promote sustainable management and
implement the NPS-FW and Vision and Strategy,

water quality improvements should be towards
ecosystem health irrespective of the scale of water
oualitv imorovement reouired.

7.

Policy 4
Enabling activities with
lower discharges

Support with
amendments

1. Fish and Game supports the approach that
cumulatively the achievement of Objective 3 is not
compromised as this promotes sustainable
management of land and water resources, provided

3. Amend Policy 4 as follows:

[...] ochievement of Objedive 3 is not
com prom i se d o n d si o nifi co nt odve rse

effects are ovoided.
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that Fish and Game's proposed amendments to
Objective 3 are adopted.

2. However, amendment is required to ensure that
freshwater is sustainably managed including
'avoidance of an adverse impact' as a first priority
and avoidance of significant adverse impacts as a

bottom line.
Policy 6
Restricting land use

change

Support with
amendments

1. This policy promotes sustainable management of
land and water resources. lt would cover the
situation where discharges to catchments could be
increased where there is room within the stated
allocation

2, Amend "clear and enduring" to be

"clear, enduring and meaningful".

Policy 7: Preparing for
allocation in the future

Support 1. Fish and Game acknowledges that first steps must
be taken now in order to enable reductions to be
made in future plan changes, and supports the use

of property or enterprise-level allocation of tota!
diffuse discharges within a sub-catchment. However,
more steps need to be taken in PC I to ensure
future plan changes are able to achieve the
reductions required, and are not set up to fail.
Reductions through the use of property or
enterprase-level allocation of discharges can and
should be initiated in the policies and rules of the
current plan. By deferring allocation to subsequent
Schedule 1 processes, this policy fails to promote
the sustainable management of land and water
resources and is not a sufficient step towards giving

effect to the Vision and Strategy. lt cements
unrealistic expectations for farming activities with
moderate to hagh levels of contaminant discharge,
and does not adequately signal (and so provide time
to plan) likely future requirements.

Preparation for future plan changes
requires current policies that:
Define and include a schedule in the
plan which shows the allocation
status of nutrient loads in sub-
catchments. Fish and Game's marked
up plan change in Appendix l creates
a structure for this with final loads,
in-stream concentrations and
timeframes for achieving them to be
populated.

Ensure that farming actavities comply
with a nitrogen leaching rate which is

based on allocating the total
allowable load of nitrogen for the
sub-catchment on the basis of either
a flat per hectare allocation of
nitrogen leaching ("lsKeN/ha lyrl, or
a nitrogen leaching allowance per

hectare based on an allocation
defined on a naturalcarrving

2.1

2.2
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capacity basis. Enable users

undertaking farming activities to
manage discharge of contaminants
allocated on a sub-catchment level in
order to make further reductions in

the future. This would include
provision for trading of contaminant
loss rates between enterprises or
properties in the same sub-

catchment where at is no longer
possible to reduce nutrient loss

whilst maintaining profitability or
where a catchment may choose to
adopt nitrogen trading as a desired
solution.

Policy 10
Poant source
discharges of regional
significance

Oppose Although Fish and Game recognises the role and

significance of regionally significant infrastructure
and industry this strongly worded Policy (which

includes the words "provide fo/') is inappropriate as

a stand-alone provision. There is no mention of the
need to reduce these discharges at the same time as

diffuse and other point source discharges are being
required to reduce. These discharges need to be put
onto an equitable and appropriate trajectory of
improvement, and measured against the long and
short term tarqets.

2. Delete Policy 10. lf the matter of
enabling regionally signifi cant
infrastructure and industry is to be
included, it should be as another
consideration within Policy 12.

Policy 11: Application
of BPO and mitigation
or offset of effects to
point source
discharges

Support with
amendments

1. Fish and Game supports offsetting of "residual"
effects provided there is rigour associated with
offsetting, offsetting is consistent with the BBOP

including the 'mitigation hierarchy', and it is
recognised that in some circumstances offsetting
should not be considered (i.e. where the biodiversity
value(s) affected is irreolaceable or vulnerable).

4. Amend the policy by adding a further
paragraph as follows and amend the
definition of "Offset" in the Glossary

as proposed below in this
submission:

Policv 77
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discharges in relation
to water quality
targets 2.

considerations for point source discharges and not
just additional matters to be "considered".
Fish and Game supports policies on poant source

discharges which consider the contribution of
discharges to catchment loads, however the matters
to be taken into account do not include any

consideration of output based standards for other
point- and diffuse-discha rges.

As such, this policy fails to promote the sustainable
management of land and water resources in that the
cumulative effects of point and non-poant source

discharges are not taken into account.
Subparagraph (b) of the Policy is a matter that is
more relevant to consent term and so it should be
placed under Policy 13.

Subparagraph (d) should be deleted as it is already
provided for under Poliry 11 (Best Practicable

Option).
A new subparagraph should be added to address the
circumstance where the information provided by an

applicant is uncertain or inadequate.

5.

6.

lmoose conditions ond dischoroe

stondords on ooint source dischoroes to
ensure thot the reduction toroets ond
timefromes in Tobles 77-l ond 77-2, ond
the su b-cotch me nt nitrooen le och i n o
reductions in Schedule E. con be met.

bosed on o considerotion of the
contribution mode bv the dischoroe to
the nitrooen. phosohorus. sediment ond
microbiol pothooen cotchment loods, ond
hovino reoord to:
g) The relotive orooortion of nitrooen,

ohosphorus. sediment or microbiol

oothooens thot the oorticulor ooint
source dischoroe contributes to the
cotchment: ond

B) Whether it is ooprooriote to staoe
future mitiootion octions to ollow
investment costs to meet the water
ouolitv toroets soecified obove to be

soreod over time.

d The need to fovour coution and
environmentol protedion where the
informotion ovoiloble is uncertoin or
inodeouote,

Policy 13: Point
sources consent
duration

Oppose 1. Policy 13 does not include the full range of
matters that case law would indicate are

relevant to consent term, and as such should
either be deleted or amended to include other
matters.

2. lt may in some circumstances be inappropriate
to provide for a consent term of 25 years, even

4. Delete
Or
Amend as follows:
Polnt source consent duration
When determining on oppropriote
durotion for ony point source consent
oronted consider the followins
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where Policies 11 and t2 are met, for example
where there has been a past history of non-
compliance.
lf a Policy regarding consent duration/term is

included for point source discharges then there
should also be such a policy providing guidance

for non-point source discharges.

motters:
o) Alternotive methods of dischorae.

technoloov improvements or other
chonoed circumstonces thot mov
orise in the future: A<eagpet+crn

W
W
lMond

oolThe sensitivitv of the receivino
environment ond the odeouocv' nointv
of informotion thot is ovoiloble:

ob) The ooolicont's oost record of
resoonsiveness to odverse effects
i ncludi no oost technoloov uoorodes

' undertoken to model. monitor ond
reduce the dischoroe of nitrooen.
phosphorus. sediment or microbiol
pothooens within the orevious consent
term ond their success:

b)The mognitude ond significonce of the
investment mode or proposed to be
mode in contominont reduction
meosures ond ony resultont
improvements in the receiving woter
quolity;

c) The need to provide oppropriote
certointy of investment where substontiol
conto m i no nt re d uction meos u res ore
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proposed (including investment in

treotment plont upgrodes or lond bosed
opplicotion tech nology).

5. Include policy guidance for consent term
for non-point source discharges which should
be aligned with sub-catchment progress

review timeframes as specified in Table 3.11-
2.

Policy 14:
Lakes Freshwater
Management Units

Support with
amendments

1. Fish and Game acknowledges the intent of the
implementation of a tailored lake-by-lake approach,
guided by Lake Catchment Plans.

However, the Lake FMUs as part of the ambit of PC

1, must give effect to s 30, and the provisions of Part

ll of the RMA and the NPS-FM.

As notified, this policy takes no regulatory action to
ensure that lake-based fresh water resources are

sustainably managed to safeguard life supporting
capacity, ecosystem health and processes offresh
water, or provide for the habitat of trout.
Further, the policy does not protect the significant
values of wetlands.
The policy should set clear and enforceable
management approaches and standards to ensure

that the health of these habitats is restored over a
defined timeframe as an incremental step towards
achievins the 80 year water qualaW obiectives.

2.

5.

Ensure that the policy directs
maintenance, or where degraded,

enhancement during the period of
operation of the plan.

Standards and targets based on
appropriate attributes such as

Trophic Level lndicator (TLl) should
be applied and shown in the
attribute table for individual sites
within the Lake FMUs.

Appropriate science-based standa rds

and targets for wetlands and

wetland FMUs to be produced and
placed in the plan.

7.

8.

Policy 16: Flexibility
for development of
land returned under
Te Tiritio Waitangi
settlements and
multiole owned MSori

Eupport 1. Consequentialamendment may be required to
account for the implementation of the alternative
approach to nutrient allocation sought by Fish and

Game.
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6. t rDlefiettualoo ,natMt (r.rt.1)
1. Fish .nd Game bro.dly supeorts the lmplementatlon methods ot the plan as nodrled, but submli that 3.11.4 as a whole requlres amendments and

additions to be supportable and/or shouH b€ outlined with morE clarity and speclflcity.

2. The lmplementatlon methods rcqulrlnS .mrndment are as rollows:

land

Policy 17: Considering
the wider context of
the Vision and
Strategy

Oppose 2. The policy as currently written does not make sense,

as it appears to imply that primary concerns such as

ecosystem health, recreation, and wetland values
are secondary to this plan change chapter. However,
ecosystem health, or the functioning of ecosystems,
is a core component. The policy requires significant
amendment to ensure that core issues addressed by
the Vision and Strategy are not inadvertently
captured as only secondary or peripheral
considerations.

3. Amend to ensure that the
functioning of ecosystems and
wetland values, and the
enhancement of biodiversity are
removed from the policy if it is to
remain in the plan or revise the
policy to clarify that these are
prima ry considerations/va lues
integral to Chapter 3.U.

Provision Support/
Oopose

Reason Action Sought

3.11.4
General

Oppose 1. Fish and Game has requested amendments to a number of values, objectives
and policies in PC 1. ln order for the policy cascade as set out in s67(1) RMA to
be effective, consequential changes should be made to the rules and methods
(and schedules) in order for the objectives of the plan to be achieved.

2. The implementation methods as notified are not sufficient to implement the
objectives of PC 1.

3. Retain, delete, or amend methods in
section 3.11.4 to ensure that they
will, individually and collectively,
direct how the objective as retaaned

or amended by the Fish and Game
submission, are to be achieved.

4. lnclude implementation methods in
section 3.11.4 to ensure that they
will, individually and collectively, be

capable of implementing the
obiectives.

3.tt.4.2
Certified

Oppose 1. Fish and Game opposes the Certified lndustry Scheme as outlined in Schedule
2 on the basis that it deleeates Waikato Reeional Council oowers and

2. Remove this method in its entirety.
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!ndustry
Scheme

responsibilities to people and organisataons outside of the Waikato Regional

Council without appropriate statutory process or consideration.

3.11.4.3
Farm

Environment
Plans

Support
with
amendme
nts

1. Fish and Game supports the use of Farm Environment Plans to assess risk and

specify appropriate matigation measures to reduce risk, but does not support
using Farm Environment Plans to specifo the quantum of reduction required

or the nature of adverse effects to be avoided on the basis of legal and
planning principles. Those matters should instead be included on the face of
the consent document and be subject to regular reviews to both ensure that
information is accurate and that targets and limits for sub-catchments are

beine met.

2. Amend method 3.11.4.3 as follows:
...specify actions to reduce those risks

in order to bring obout reductions in
the dischorges of those contominants
which ensure thot toraets ond limits
for sub-cotchments ore beino met os

reauired bv consent documents.

3.tt.4.4
Lakes

Support
with
amendme
nts

Fish and Game acknowledges the intent of the implementation of a tailored
lake-by-lake approach, guided by Lake Catchment Plans.

As notified, this method takes no regulatory action to ensure that lake-based

fresh water resources are sustainably managed to safeguard life supporting
capacity, ecosystem health and processes of fresh water, or provide for the
habitat of trout.
Further, the method does not protect the significant values of wetlands.

The method should set clear and enforceable management approaches and

standards to ensure that the health of these habitats is restored over a

defined timeframe as an incremental step towards achieving the 80 year

water quality objectives, and that progress towards this outcome can be

measured.

1.

2.

3.

5. Ensure that the method at a

minimum ensures maintenance, or
where degraded, enhancement
during the period of operation of the
plan.

6. Short term standards and targets for
appropriate sites based on
appropriate attributes, such as

Trophic Level Indicator (Ttl) should
be applied and shown in the
attribute table for the Lakes FMUs,

and constitute a startang point for
describing the desired state of the
lake.

7. Amend g) as follows:
g) Derelegllnc-llLo set of short term
woter quolity ottribute^ torgets^ for
eoch loke Freshwoter Monogement Unit^
os o minimum stote to improve from in
ochievino the desired stote-

3.11.4.5
Sub-

catchment

Support
with
amendme

1. The method promotes sustainable management.
2. Sub-catchment scale planning should also enable users undertaking farming

activities to manage discharge of contaminants allocated on a sub-catchment

4. lnclude provision for trading of
contaminant loss rates between
enterorises or orooerties in the same
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scale
planning

nts level in order to make further reductions in the future.
3. Sub-catchment scale planning should also mention the availabalaty of al! of or

sub-catchment collective consents.

sub-catchment where the nutrient
loss reduction required cannot be
achieved whilst maintaining
profitability on-farm and the
potentaal for collective consents to
minimise the regulatory burden, as

well as enable management to occur
across multiple propertaes or
landholdinEs.

3.11.4.5
Funding and
lmplementat
ion

Support
with
amendme
nts.

1. Funding should ensure that those activities and land users which are
contributing the most to over allocation bear the majority of the costs in
reducing over allocation of nutrient loss.

2. Add a provision c) which states that
the Waikato Regional Council willql
sou rce t u nd i n o d isch o roe reductions
will be sourced bv wov of on
e nvi ron me ntol consu mptive rote
bosed on the sensitivitv of the
receivino environment ond deoree of
risk within a sub-catchment rother
than o qenerol rote

3.tL.4.7A
New Method

Support More steps need to be taken in PC l to support appropriate allocation of
contaminant discharges. Fish and Game supports the use of property or
enterprise-leve! allocation of diffuse discharges within science-defined limits.
Reductions through the use of property or enterprise-level allocation of
discharges within a sub-catchment can and should be initiated in the methods
of the current plan. Sub-catchment scale allocation of discharges would
promote the sustaanable management of land and water resources, and give

effect to the Vision and Strategy.
lf adjustments to science-based limits are necessary in the future due to
information gathered this should be done consistently, on a catchment wade

basis.

2.

3. Add a new method as follows:
3.77.4.7A lnltlate ollocotlon of dlffuse
dischoroes:
The Waikoto Reoionol Council will initiote
o fromework for the ollocotion of dilfuse
dlxhora* includino reductions in
nitrooen lood occordino to soecified
timefromes for reductions bv sub
cotchment. The Woikoto Reoionol
Councilwill:
g)Use science-bosed limits for the totol
ollowoble lodd of o contaminontfor sub-
cotchments which will meet the woter
ouolitv obiectives of the olon:
il lmplement contominont leochinq rotes
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for dlffuse dischoraes from prooerties

ond enterorises bv ollocotino to limits.
toroets and timefromes:
cl Quontifv nitrooen lood reductions
reouired bosed on over-olluotion of
nitrooen bevond the science-bosed limit
for sub-catchments:
dl Define timefromes for sub-cotchment
nitrooen lood reductions to be mode,

3.r1.4.7
lnformation
needs to
support any
future
allocation

Support
with
amendme
nts

1. Fish and Game supports the use of property or enterprise-leve! allocation of
diffuse discharges within science-defined limits. However, more steps need to
be taken in PC 1to support future allocation. Reductions through the use of
property or enterprise-level allocation of discharges within a sub-catchment

can and should be initiated in the methods of the current plan. By deferring
allocation to subsequent Schedule 1 processes, this method fails to promote

the sustainable management of land and water resources, is not a sufficient
step towards giving effect to the Vision and Strategy.

lf adjustments to science-based limits are necessary in the future due to
information gathered, this should be done consistently, on a catchment wide
basis.

2.

3. Amend as follows:
3.77.4.7 lntormotion need to support
any current and future ollocotlon
Gother informotion ond commission

oppropriote scientific reseorch to inform
dny current ond future fromework for the
ollocotion of dilfuse dlschorges
including:
o) lmplementing processes thot will

support the revision ond setting of
property or enterprise- level dilfuse
dischorge limits now ond in the

future to support sub-catchment
reviews.

3.11.4.8
Reviewing

chapter 3.11

Support
with
amendme
nts

1. Fish and Game supports the use of property or enterprise-level allocation of
diffuse discharges within science-defined limits. However, more steps need to
be taken in PC 1 to support future allocation. Reductions through the use of
property or enterprise-level allocation of discharges within a sub-catchment

can and should be initiated in the methods of the current plan. By deferring
allocation to subsequent Schedule 1 processes, this method fails to promote

the sustainable management of land and water resourcet is not a sufficient

step towards giving effect to the Vision and Strategy.

2. lf adiustments to science-based limits are necessary in the future due to

3. Amend as follows:
3.77,4.8 Reviewing Chapter 3.77 ond
reftnlna ond developlng on ollocotlon

fromework for the next Reglonol Plon
Woikoto Regionol Council will
o) Refine ond review dischoroe ond

ollocotion fromeworks os oort of the
rollino review of sub-cotchment
oerformonce
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information gathered, this should be done consistently, on a catchment wide
basis.

3.11.4.9
Managing
the effects of
urban
development

Support 1. Promotessustainable management. 2. Fish and Game supports efforts to
improve urban water quality. Fish

and Game considers that rules to
improve water quality need to cover
both urban and rural situations.

3.11.4.10
Accounting
system and
monitoring

Support Promotes transparency a nd susta ina ble ma nagement. 2. The achievement of thas plan will be
underpinned by the public having
access to reliable and comprehensive
information about the state of the
environment and the
imolementation of this olan.

3.11.4.11
Monitoring
and
evaluation

Support
with
amendme
nts

1. Fish and Game supports Method 3.11.4.11 to the extent that the 80 year
water quality targets are consistent wath a water quality standard based on
ecosystem health that can foreseeably achieve the water quality objectives of
the Vision and Strategy.

2. Further, progress towards short term targets, set to a defined timeframe and
using appropriate attrabutes, targets, and sites should be reviewed and
reported on to evaluate the progress of this plan.

3. Amend a) as follows:
o) Review ond report on the progress

towords ond ochievement of the 8e
ye+woter quolity objectives of
Chopter 3.77 according to omended
Toble 3.77-1

3.tL.4.L2
Support
research

Support 1. Promotessustainablemanagement.

C6. Rule Fromework (3,11.5)

Rule Support/Oppose Reason Action
General Support with

amendments
1. Fish and Game broadly support the Rule framework as

proposed in the notified version, but have made changes
to reflect the submission. Where these changes have
been made, justification and an explanation for the
changes is provided

2. Adopt the plan change with
amendments as recommended by
Fish and Game in Appendix 1.

3.11.5.1 Permitted Activitv Support 1. Fish and Game suooort this Rule. 2. No changes are recommended.
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Rule -Small and Low

lntensity farming
activities/Te Ture m6 ngi
Mahie Whakaaetia ana -
NgE mahi iti, ng6 mahip6iti
hokiirunsa p6mu

3.L1.5.2 Perm itted Activity
Rule -Smalland Low

lntensity farming
activitiesfle Ture m6 ngi
Mahie Whakaaetia ana -
NgE mahi iti, ng6 mahipiiti
hokiirunga p6mu

Support with
amendments

1.

2.

Fish and Game support this Rule with amendments.
The most significant amendment is the removal of the
restriction on cultivation and grazing on slopes Sreater
than 15 degrees. Fish and Game believe that this
restriction is unnecessary for the low intensity
properties that are covered by this Rule and put forward
the proposed additional Schedule D (buffering

requirements based on erosion susceptibility) be

included. The exclusion of land with a slope of over 15

degrees from the farming system when other options
are available for mitigating the effects of farming this

land may result the counter-productive scenario of
driving intensification on the flatter parts of such
properties, or make the properties unviable. More
intensive operations are captured by other Rules as they
will have a higher nitrogen leaching rate and issues

around grazing and cultivation on steep slopes can be

considered and managed through that process. Fish and

Game is strongly supportive of the need to retain the
viability of extensive drystock operations.
Fish and Game also requests the deletion of clause

a(bXa) and part of clause 4(b[ai) which creates a

situation of reverse grandparenting, in that extensive

drystock properties are locked into the lesser of either
15 kgN/ha/year or their nitrogen reference point. This

could have unintended negative effects by locking farms

into an arbitrarily low rate of leaching. lt would be

Adopt changes as requested in
Appendix 1.
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5.

better to create a one-size-fits all cap on N leaching for
the purposes of this permitted actavaty rule of 15

kgN/ha/year. The difference in overall N load between
this and the regime proposed in the notified version is

likely to have negligible environmental effect.
Fish and Game supports the restraction on wanter forage
crop grazing as the effects of this require a tighter
management regime than can be achieved under a
permitted activaty rule.
Fish and Game's proposed Schedule of buffer sizes

based on erosion susceptibility classes will assist in the
operation of this rule as it provides further clarity on
how buffers should be built based on land form over and
above the blanket 5 metre restriction already set in this
rule.

3.11.5.3 Permitted Activity
Rule - Farming activities
with a Farm Environment
Plan under a Certified
lndustry Schemefe Ture
m6 ngE Mahie Whakaaetia
ana - Ngi mahi i runga
pdmu kua whaiMahere
Taiao i-Pimu i raro ite
Kaupapa 6-Ahumahi kua

WhaiTohu

Oppose 1. Fish and Game considers that this Rule delegates a

Waikato Regional Council function to industry without
proper process, and that the Rule is unlawfu!. This rule
effectively creates and enables an alternative resource
management bureaucracy without a ppropriate checks
and balances.
Fish and Game considers that this rule also fails the tests
set out in section 70 RMA for the setting of permitted
activity rules that dealwith discharges from land to
water. The Waikato Regional Council needs to retaan

control over these matters, which is best dealt with
through Rule 3.11.5.4.
Fish and Game accepts that a large number of controlled
activity resource consents will be required for land with
a leaching rate of above f5 kgN/ha/year but there are
alternative ways of dealing with this burden, such as to
introduce the possibility of collective sub-catchment
consents manaced throueh water societies or

2.

4. Delete the Rule in its entirety.
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companies held on behalf of landholders. This would
dealwith some of the issues that the Certified lndustry
Scheme was attempting to address, whilst creating a
better linkage with water quality within a sub-catchment
or FMU. The Certified lndustry Scheme as it presently

stands would create fragmentation and complexity
across sub-catchments based on industry type, rather
than strengthening the collective ties needed amongst
all landholders in a sub-catchment to manage and

improve water quality. Fish and Game have suggested

changes to Rule 3.11.5.4 to enaple sub-catchment and

collective consents.

3.11.5.4 Controlled Activity
Rule - Farming activities
with a Farm Environment
Plan netsunder a CertifieC
krC ustry Seheme/Te Ture
m6 ng6 Mahi ka 6ta
Whakahaerehia - Ngi mahi

i runga pimu kua whai
Mahere Taiao 5-PEmu

kiore i raro i te Kaupapa 5-
Ahumahi kua WhaiTohu

Support wath

amendments
Fish and Game supports this Rule, subject to
amendments. Given that Fish and Game has sought the
removal of Rule 3.11.5.3 that relates to Certified
lndustry Schemet this text is deleted where it occurs. ln
place of this, Fish and Game has requested that the rule
be more clearly stated that it can apply to a group or set
of properties in a collective structure, to enable much of
what would have been enabled by the Certified lndustry
Schemes, but within the context of (preferably) sub-

catchments or another environmentally-based linkage.

Fish and Game is also opposed to the trandparenting'
regime that this plan creates to handle nutrient !oss, and

as such, recommends changes to clause 1. The removal
of trandparentang' would result in the rule framework
coming into effect on all properties in catchments
according to the timeframes in Fish and Game's

amended Table 3.11-2.
Fish and Game request changes to clause 5(a)to ensure

that Farm Environment Plans are treated os port of a
resource consent application under this Rule, rather
than as a seoarate aooroval regime with an unclear

2.

3.

6. Adopt changes as requested in
Appendix 1.
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4.

process. This is consistent with the other changes sought
by Fish and Game around Farm Environment Plans

elsewhere in this submission.
Fish and Game seek a further addition to the standards
and term that links nitrogen discharge from the
properties to the targets and timeframes set out in
Schedule E. Changes in methodology for calculating the
discharge (such as through changes to the OVERSEERo

or other model) should be addressed.
Fish and Game request changes to the matters of
control enabled by this rule, specifically:

a. Enabling the consideration of Fish and Game's
new Schedule D that specifies buffer sizes.

b. Ensuring that the sub-catchment nitrogen
reduction targets and timeframes in Table 3.11-
2 and Schedule E are given effect to.

c. The deletion of the trandparenting'rules in
section (iv).

d. Additions to ensure that public information is

kept.
e. A deletion of the words Farm Environment Plan

is requested to broaden the scope of the
Waikato Regional Council's discretion to all
compliance matters.

f. As Fish and Game have requested that the Farm

Environment Plan become a consent condition,
all reviews of the Farm Environment Plan would
occur as part of the consent, presumably in
accordance with the timeframes in Schedule E

as requested by Fish and Game, and therefore
there is no need for a specific mention of the
Farm Environment Plan under this matter for
control.
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C. Clause (viii) is changed to link it to the
timeframes for review of sub-catchment
progress as specified in Schedule E, as well as

reviews on the purchase and sale of any

nitrogen discharge rights under any operative
nitrogen trading scheme.

h. Fish and Game request that reviews be

undertaken on a limited or publicly notified
basis to ensure that sufficient rigour and

scrutiny occurs within reviews

3.11.5.5 Controlled Activity
Rule - Existing commercial
vegetable productionfe
Ture m6 ng6 Mahika Eta

Whakahaerehia -Te
whakatupu hua whenua 6-

arumonio te wi nei

Support wath

amendments
Fish and Game supports this Rule, subject to
amendments. Given that Fish and Game has sought the
removal of Rule 3.11.5.3 that relates to Certified
lndustry Schemes, this text is deleted where it occurs. ln
place of this, Fish and Game has requested that the rule
more clearly state that it can apply to a group or set of
properties in a collective structure, to enable much of
what would have been enabled by the Certified lndustry
Schemes, but within the context of (preferably) sub-

catchments or another environmentally-based linkage.

Fish and Game request changes to clause h to ensure

that Farm Environment Plans are treated os port of a
resource consent application under this Rule, rather
than as a separate approval regime with an unclear
process. This is consistent with the other changes sought
by Fish and 6ame around Farm Environment Plans

elsewhere in this submission.
Fish and Game seek a further addition to the standards

and term that links nitrogen discharge from the
properties to the targets and timeframes set out in
Schedule E. Changes in methodology for calculating the
discharge (such as through changes to the OVERSEERo

or other model) should be addressed.

2.

Adopt changes as requested In
Appendix 1.
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5.

Fish and Game request changes to the matters of
control enabled by this rule, specifically:

a. Enabling the consideration of Fish and Game's
new Schedule D that specifies buffer sizes.

b. Ensuring that the sub-catchment nitrogen
reduction targets and timeframes in Table 3.11-
2 and Schedule E are given effect to.

c. Additions to clause (vi) to ensure that public
information is kept.

d. A deletion of the words Farm Environment Plan

is requested to broaden the scope of the
Waikato Regional Council's discretaon to all
compliance matters.

e. As Fish and Game have requested that the Farm

Environment Plan become a consent condition,
al! reviews of the Farm Environment Plan would
occur as part of the consent, presumably in
accordance with the timeframes in Schedule E

as requested by Fish and Game, and therefore
there is no need for a specific mention of the
Farm Environment Plan as a matter for control.

f. Clause (viii) is changed to link it to the
timeframes for review of sub-catchment
progress as specified in Schedule E, as well as

reviews on the purchase and sale of any
nitrogen discharge rights under any operative
nitrogen trading scheme.

Fish and Game request that reviews be undertaken on a
limited or publicly notified basis to ensure that sufficient
risour and scrutinv occurs within reviews

3.11.5.6 Sestrieted

@
Non complvins activitv rule

Support with
amendments

1. A higher test is required to ensure that applications
under this Rule receive appropriate consideration that
links back to the obiectives and oolicies of the olan and a

3. Adopt changes as requested in
Appendix 1.
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-The use of land for
farming activitiesfe Ture

m6 ng6 k6whiringa mahie
herea ana - te
whakamahinga o te
whenua m6 ng6

mahinga pimu

non-complying activity status is the most appropriate
2. Fish and Game request a minor rewording of clause (i) to

read "Effects ... including cumulative effects", which
better reflects the RMA. Fish and Game also request
that limited and public notification not be excluded

under the Rule. Checks and balances are important, and
public and stakeholder scrutiny generally acts to
improve consenting decisions.

3.11.5.7 Non-Complying
Activity Rule - Land Use

Change/Te Ture m6 ngi
mahi kSore e whaiing6
ture -Te Panonitanga i-
Whakamahinga Whenua

Support wath

amendments
1. Non complying activity status is the most appropriate

status to give effect to the objectives and policies of this
plan that in turn give effect to the Vision and Strategy
that requires an improvement in water quality.

2. Fish and Game request that limited and public

notification be provided for under the Rule. Checks and

balances are important, and public and stakeholder
scrutinv generallv acts to improve consentang decisions.

3. Adopt changes as requested in
Appendix 1.

Proposed new rule 5.11.5.9

Prohibited Activity Rule -
The discharge of sediment
from disturbed land to
water without a buffer

Support
additionalrule

1. Fish and Game request that a new prohibited activity
status be created to prohibit the discharge of sediment
from disturbed land to waterways when no attempt has

been made to mitigate the discharge. This new rule acts

as a backstop and sets a clear incentive for all
landholders to consider prevention and mitigation
measures for sediment that could flow from human or
animal disturbed land to water. However, unnecessary

non-compliance is avoided due to the existence of a new
Schedule D of recommended buffer sizes for all land in

the region. Compliance with this buffer schedule, or
other form of attempted mitigation (even if
sedimentation did occur)would in turn mean

comoliance with the new orohibited rule.

2. Adopt changes as requested in
Appendix 1.

Amended Table 3.11-1 and

3.Lt-2
Changes to N,P,E

coli
concentration

1. Fish and Game request changes to the long-term nitrate-
nitrogen and phosphorus concentrataons to reflect the
desire to achieve ecosvstem health as measured through

2. Additions and changes as set out an

amended tables 3.11-1 and 3.11-2.
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O. Port B

1. Part B contains "Conditions" as well as "Standard and Terms": This should be clear from the drafting of the plan change.

and addition of
measurement of
ecosystem
health

the MCI (rivers) and tropic level indicator (!akes) at the
end of the 80 year period.

Provision Support/
Oooose

Reason Action Sought

Part B
Genera!
Forest
Harvest

Oppose 1. Although National Environmental Standards for Plantation Forestry (NES PF)

are forthcoming they do not give effect to the Vision and Strategy and are not
well linked to water quality outcomes. The unique water quality challenges
being addressed by PCI require more strangent rules than the proposed NES

PF. Additionally, the lack of existing rules in the Operative Waikato Regional
Plan necessitates that the Waikato Regional Council to act swiftly to put
adequate safeguards in place to improve water quality.

2. Part B does not include provisions that would safeguard streams and rivers
form excessive sediment and phosphorus loss from plantation forestry.
Despite other primarily sectors being required to significantly reduce the loss

of sediment and nutrients to meet the water quality objectives of the Vision
and Strategy, the proposed PC 1 ignores the significant contribution of
plantation forestry to overall contaminants.

3. Further, as a condition on a permitted activity rule, Part B does not limit
discharges that are likely to cause, either on their own or in combination with
other activities, significant adverse effects (including temporary effects)on
aquatic !ife, and among other things, any conspicuous change in visual clarity.

Buller
4. A 10 m buffer is not adequate to mitigate the impact of plantation forestry

during and just after harvest. A 20+m buffer is required to prevent increased
amounts of suspended solids or nutrients entering streams. The
environmental imoact assessment for the NES PF states that a "10m buffer

7.

8.

Remove the exclusion in the existing
plan for forestry in rules 5.1.4.14.5 and
7 and require a 10m buffer for
ephemera! streams, perennial streams,
wetlands, and lakes.

No more than 50% of a catchment or
sub-catchment is to be harvested in a
10 year period unless 20m buffers are
used on perennial streams, wetlands,
and lakes to protect the downstream
environment during harvest.

Any area of forestry that is harvested
(other than firebreaks, tracks, !anding

sites) must be planted or replanted to
protect from erosion and nutrient loss

as soon as practacable and no later than
14 months from the date of the
harvesting.

9.
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has a limited capacity to reduce some of the impacts of harvesting on stream

environments and was less effective in mitigating harvesting impacts when

compared to the wider buffer."

Haruesting regime ond replontlng
5. Land use conversion within the Waikato Region has led to large tracts of land

being ilanted in pine in a short period of time and has resulted in entire sub-

catchments being harvested in a similarly short time period. This large scale

harvesting is more cost effective but has led to accelerated erosion within the
catchment downstream. Harvesting !arge proportions of catchments or sub

catchments can significantly increase runoff and suspended solids in streams

that can negatively impact stream health and water clarity.

6. lncreased flows and the additional suspended solids can dramatically increase

erosion downstream further increasing suspended solids and intensifying

damage to stream banks. The additionalerosion decreases water clarity by

increasing suspended solids and increases the likelihood and frequency of
river works necessary to stabilize banks when accelerated erosion occurs.

Accelerated erosion is a significant cost to rate payers and downstream land

owners within the Waikato Region with an annual budget of approximately

5645,000 for the Waip6 catchment alone. The cost of erosion control works is

split between ratepayers and the downstream land owners that are impacted

by poor catchment management. The impact of forest harvesting can be

partially mitigated by rapid replanting to reduce the effect of increased runoff
and susoended solids.

Part B q) Support
with
amendme
nts

The proposed condition does not include provisions that would safeguard

streams and rivers from excessive sediment and phosphorus loss from
plantation forestry. Despite other primary sectors being required to
significantly reduce the loss of sediment and nutrients to meet the water
quality objectives of the Vision and Strategy, the proposed PC 1 ignores the
sienificant contrabutaon of plantation forestry to overall contaminants.

2. ln addition to the general amendments
listed above, include, in the Harvest
Plan:
v, Bufferino meosures undertoken:
vi, Horvest ond reolontino reoime.
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C8. Port C - Additlons to Glosmry ol Terms

Provision Support/
Oopose

Reason Actlon Sought

Part C
General

Oppose 1. Fish and Game have requested amendments to a number of values,
objectives, policies, rules and methods in PC 1. Consequential changes may be
required in Part C to give effect to the amendments sought and in order for
the objectives of the plan to be achieved.

2. Retain, delete, or amend terms in Part C
to ensure that they will, individually and
collectively, give effect to substantive
amendments sought and enable
objectives, as retained or amended by
the Fish and Game submission, are to
be achieved.

Livestock
Crossing
Structure

Support,
with
amendme
nts

As defined, the live-stock crossing structure may include in stream structures
(such as concrete platforms across the bed of the stream). This definition can
therefore include structures which enable adverse effects.

2. The specifications of the structure
required should be more detailed and
rely on the risk factors for adverse
effects arising including: the type of
stock crossing, the land use, and the
frequency of use.

3. 'Livestock crossing structure' should not
include structures which require
livestock to pass through the flow of the
water (such as submerged in-stream
olatforms).

OfBet/s Support,
with
amendme
nts

1. Offsetting should be residual, measurable, and should seek to achieve net
gain.

2. No quantum of the amount of the reduction of contaminants required to
"reduce" effects is specified.

3. Requiring a 'reduction' sets the goalposts at a minimum leve!. The provision
for offsets should incorporate a goal a net gain in terms of effects and be

consistent with BBOP principles.

4. Re-draft as follows:

Wet/s: For the purpose of Chopter 3.77 meons

for o specific contominont/s o meosuroble
conservotion oction thot reduces the intensity,
extent ond/or durotion of residuol odverse
effects on woter quolity_ond ochieves.

conservotion outcomes obove ond bevond thot
which would hove been achieved if the offset
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hod not token oloce.

C9- Port D - Consequentiol Amendments to Woikoto Regionol Plon

Part D

General

Support with
amendments

1.

2.

Fish and Game have requested amendments to a number of values,

objectives, policies, and rules and methods in PC 1. ln order for the policy

cascade as set out in s67(1) RMA to be effective, the objectives of the plan

to be achieved, and the amendments sought to be implemented as part of
the Waikato Regional Plan.

Fish and Game submits that in the Waipi and Waikato River catchments,

all requirements of the Waikato Regional Plan should be read together
with the requirements of Chapter 3.11. There should be no interna!

inconsistencies in the Plan, and to the extent that they exist, they should

be resolved so that the more stringent provision prevails, to give effect to
the Vision and Stratecv.

3. Retain, delete, or amend provisions in
Part D to ensure that they wall,

individually and collectively give effect
to substantive amendments sought and

enable objectives, as retained or
amended by the Fish and Game

submission, are to be achieved.

Retain, delete, or amend provisions in
Part D to ensure that inconsistencies

are resolved and that the more
strlnsent orovision orevails.

3.2.4.L

Water

Management

Classes

Support wath

amendments

1. Fish and Game supports the approach set out in the Waikato

Regional Plan at 3.2.4.1(e)that where two policies address the
same issue, particular regard should be had to the more stringent
policy, but submit that the provision that this only apply in the
event of inconsistencies is superfluous and may limit the operation
of chaoter 3.11.

1. Amend the amendment in Part

D as follows :

.,, t h e s o m e i s s u e eadareiec+nsistst
particular regard...

3.7 Wetlands Support wath

amendments

1. Further amendments will be required to the Waikato Regional Plan to
ensure that rules and policies in 3.7 give effect to the NPS-FW and to
preserve the significant values of wetlands, including the hydrology and

extent of wetlands.

2. list all wetlands in the Waikato and

Waipi catchment in3.7.7lable of
Wetlands in the Waikato region for
Rule 3.7.4.6.
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Appendix 1: Marked up rule framework and tables showing Fish and Game amendments

Marked up rule framework

3.11.5 Rules/Nei Ture 3.11.5.1 Permitted ActiviW Rule - Small and Low lntensiw farmine

activities/Te Ture m6 ne6 Mahi e Whakaaetia ana - NEi mahi iti. nei mahi p6iti hoki i runsa oimu

Rule 3.11.5.1 - Permitted Activity Rule - Small and Low Intensaty farming actavitaes

The use of land for farming activities (excluding commercialvegetable production) and the
associated diffuse discharge of nitrogen, phosphorus, sediment and microbial pathogens onto or
into land in circumstances which may result in those contamanants entering water is a permitted

activity subject to the following conditions:

1. The property is registered with the Waikato Regional Council in conformance with Schedule A;

and

2. Cattle, horses, deer and pigs are excluded from water bodies in conformance with Schedule C and

Either:

3. The property area is less than or equal to 4.1 hectares; and

4. The farming activities do not form part of an enterprise being undertaken on more than one
property; or

Where the property area is greater than 4.1 hectares:

5. For grazed land, the stocking rate of the land is less than 6 stock units per hectare; and

6. No arable cropping occurs; and

7. The farming activities do not form part of an enterprise being undertaken on more than one
property

3.11.5.2 Permitted Activitv Rule - Other farmins activities/Te Ture m6 ne6 Mahi e Whakaaetia ana -
Etehi atu mahi i runea o6mu

Rule 3.11.5.2 - P6rmitted Activity Rule - Other farming actavities

The use of land for farming actavataes (excluding commercialvegetable production) and the
associated diffuse discharge of nitrogen, phosphorus, sediment and microbial pathogens onto or
into land in circumstances which may result in those contaminants entering water where the
property area is greater than 4.1 hectares, and has more than 6 stock units per hectare or is used for
arable cropping, is a permitted activity subject to the following conditions:

1. The property is registered with the Waikato Regional Council in conformance with Schedule A;

and
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2. Cattle, horses, deer and pigs are excluded from water bodies in conformance with Schedule C and

Conditions 3(e) and 4(e) of this Rule; and

3. Where the property area is less than or equal to 20 hectares:

a. The farming actavaties do not form part of an enterprise being undertaken on more than one

property; and

b. Where the land is:

i. used for grazing livestock, the stocking rate of the land is no greater than the stocking rate of the

land at 22 October 2OL6; or

ii. not used for grazing livestock, the land use has the same or lower diffuse discharges of nitrogen,

phosphorus, sediment or microbial pathogens as the land use at 22 October 2016;

and

c. Upon request, the landowner shall obtain and provide to the Council independent verification

from a Certified Farm Environment Planner that the use of land is compliant with either bXa) or bXii)

above; and

d. Upon request from the Council, a description of the current land use activities shall be provided to

the Council; and

e. Where the property or enterprase contains any of the water bodies listed in Schedule C, new

fences installed after 22 October 2016 must be located to ensure cattle, horses, deer and pigs

cannot be within three metres of the bed of the water body (excluding constructed wetlands and

drains).

4. Where the property or enterprise area is greater than 20 hectares:

a. A Nitrogen Reference Point is produced for the property or enterprise in conformance with

Schedule B; and

b. The diffuse discharge of nitrogen from the property or enterprise does not exceed:

ii. 15kg nitrogen/hecta re/year

; and

d. No winter forage crops are grazed in situ; and

e. Where the property or enterprise contains any of the water bodies lasted an Schedule C:

i. There shall be no cultivation within 5 metres of the bed of the water body and/or the defined

buffer sizes in Schedule D, whichever is the greater; and
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ii. New fences installed after 22 October 2016 must be located to ensure cattle, horses, deer and
pigs cannot be within three metres of the bed of the water body (excluding constructed wetlands

and drains); and

5. For all properties greater than 4.1 hectares, from 31 March 2019, in addition to the requirements

of Schedule A, the following information must be provided to the Waikato Regional Counci! by 1
September each year:

a. Annualstock numbers; and

b. Annualfertiliser use; and

c. Annual brought in animalfeed.

IndustrY Scheme/Te Tu

Taiae A Pimu arare ate K

llule 3,11,5'3 lermitteC Aetivity Rule Farming aetivities with a Farm Envirenment Plan under a
Certified lndustry Seheme Exeept as BreviCed fer in Rule 3,11,5,1 and Rule 3,11,5,1the use ef land

fer frminB aetivities (exeluding eemmereialvegetable preduetien) where the land sse is registered
te a Certified lnCustry Sehemei and the asseeiateC diffuse discharge ef nitreBen, phespherus,

ien€i

1, The preperty is registered with the Waikate ReBienalGeuneil in eenfermanee with Sehedule A;

and

Sened+tle+;+nd

l, The CertifieC Indsfi Seheme meets the eriteria set eut in Sehedule 2 and has been aBBreved by

{elleut+

@

and

5, The use ef land shall be undertaken in aeeerCanee with the aetiens and timeframes speeified in

the Farm Envirenment Plan; and
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7, The Farm Envirenment Plan Brevided under Cenditien 5 may be amended in aeeerCanee with the

preeedure set eut in SeheCule I and the use ef land shall thereafter be undertaken in aeeerdanee

@

te the Waikate Retienal Ceuneil within 30 werking days ef the date ef its amenCment'

3.U.5.4 Controlled Activitv Rule - Farmins activities includine multiple farms with a Farm

Environment Plan Ture m6 ns6 Mahi ka 5ta

Whakahaerehia - Ne6 mahi i runea pimu kua whai Mahere Taiao i-Pimu kSore i raro i te Kauoapa

d-Ahumahikua WhaiTohu

Rule 3.11.5.4 - Controlled Activity Rule - Farming activities with a Farm Environment Plan net under

@

Except as provided for in Rule 3.11.5.1 and Rule 3.11.5.2 the use of land for farming activities

(excluding commercialvegetable production) where that lanC use is net registered te a Certified

meu++seneme and the associated diffuse discharge of nitrogen, phosphorus, sediment and

microbial pathogens onto or into land in circumstances which may result in those contaminants

entering water is a permitted activity until:

1. 1 January 2O2O for properties or enterprises in Priority 1 sub-catchments listed in Table 3.11-2,

and preperties er enterprises with a Nitregen Referenee Peint greater than the 75th pereentile

@
2. 1 January 2023 for properties or enterprises in Priority 2 sub-catchments listed in Table 3.11-2;

3. l January 2026for properties or enterprises in Priority 3 sub-catchments lasted in Table 3.11-2;

Subject to the following conditions:

4. The property or propertaes are regastered with the Waikato Regional Council in conformance with

Schedule A; and

5. A Nitrogen Reference Point is produced for the property/s or enterprise/s in conformance with

Schedule B; and

After the dates set out in 1), 2) and 3) above the use of land-and associated discharges shall be a

controlled activity (requiring resource consent),subi€€t+s provided it complies with the following

standards and terms:

a. A Farm Environment Plan has been prepared in conformance with Schedule l and has been

approved by a Certified Farm Environment Planner, and is provided to the Waikato Regional Council

at+h€+ime as part of the resource consent applicationisJed€ed, which must be lodged by the dates

specified in l-lll below; and

b. The property is registered with the Waikato Regional Council in conformance with Schedule A;

and
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c. A Nitrogen Reference Point is produced for the property/s or enterprase/s in conformance with
Schedule B and is provided to the Waikato Regional Council at the time the resource consent
application is lodged;

d. Cattle, horses, deer and pigs are excluded from water bodies in conformance with Schedule C;

e. Nitrogen discharge from the properties meets the targets and timeframes set out in Schedule E, as

assessed by the Regional Council under the methodology contained in Schedule B (including

Updated Nitrogen Leaching Assessments.

Matterc of Contro!

Waikato Regional Council reserves control over the following matters:

i. The content of the Farm Environment Plan, which in any event must be in accordance
with Schedule 1.

al. Buffers, as specified in Schedule D.

ai. The actions and timeframes for undertaking mitigation actions that maintain or reduce
the diffuse discharge of nitrogen, phosphorus, sediment or microbial pathogens to water
or to land where they may enter water.

aai. The actions, timeframes and other measures to determine the diffuse discharge of
nitrogen from the property or enterprise, in accordance with Schedule B as-rq€esu+ed+y
the five year rellinB average annual nitregen less as determined by the use ef the

@
Nitregen Referenee Peint unless ether suitable mitigatiens are sBeeifieC, to ensure that
nitrogen discharge is reduced to or maintained at the level specified in Schedule E or the
level authorised by any nitrogen discharge rights if a trading scheme is operative within
the catchment.

iv. ing

vatu€+y{-hrly+Oa6.
v. The term ofthe resource consent

vi. The monitoring record keeping, reporting and information provision, including public
information provision, requirements for the holder of the resource consent to
demonstrate and/or monitor compliance. with the Farm Envirenment Plan,

vii. The timeframe and circumstances under which the consent conditions may be reviewed
.

viii. Procedures for reviewing, amending and re eertifoing re-approving+he{a+m
Envirenment Plan the resource consent including:
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a) Periodic reviews in accordance with the sub-catchment progress review

timeframes as specified in Table 3.ll-2.
b) Reviews, initiated by the consent holder under section 128 on the

purchase or sale of any nitrogen discharge rights under any operative

catchment nitrogen trading scheme, in order to change the level of

discharge authorised by this consent in clause iii.

Dates:

l. For Priority l sub-catchments' and preperties wit
bY l JulY 2020

ll. For Priority 2 sub-catchments, by l July 2023

lll.For Priority 3 sub-catchments, by l July 2026

Netifieatien: Cens€nt applieatiens will be eensidered witheut netifi€atienr and witheut

the need te ebtain written apprevalef affeeted persens,

Reviews will be subject to limited or public notification based on progress against the

sub-catchment progress review targets and timeframes specified in Table 3.tl'z
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3.11.5.5 Controlled Activity Rule - Existing commercialvegetable production/Te Ture m6 ng6 Mahi

ka ita Whakahaerehia -Te whakatupu hua whenua 5-arumonio te wE nei

Rule 3.11.5.5 - Controlled Activity Rule - Existing commercialvegetable production

The use of land for commercial vegetable productaon and the associated diffuse discharge of
nitrogen, phosphorus, sediment and microbial pathogens onto or into land in carcumstances which

may result in those contaminants enterang water, is a permitted actavaty until l January 2020, from
which date it shall be a controlled activity (requiring resource consent) provided the following

standards and terms are complied with:

a. The property is registered with the Waikato Regional Council in conformance with Schedule A; and

b. A Nitrogen Reference Point is produced for the property or enterprise in conformance with
Schedule B and provided to the Waikato RegionalCouncil at the time the resource consent

application is lodged; and

c. Cattle, horses, deer and pigs are excluded from water bodies in conformance with Schedule C; and

e. The areas of land, and their locations broken down by sub-catchments [refer to Table 3.11-2], that
were used for commercial vegetable production within the property or enterprise each year in the
period 1 July 20O6 to 30 June 2016, together with the maximum area of land used for commercial

vegetable production within that period, shall be provided to the Council; and

f. The total area of land for which consent is sought for commercial vegetable production must not
exceed the maximum land area of the property or enterprise that was used for commercial

vegetable production during the period l July 2006 to 30 June 2016; and

g. Where new land is proposed to be used for commercial vegetable production, an equivalent area

of land must be removed from commercial vegetable production in order to comply with standard

and term f.; and

h. A Farm invironment Plan for the property or enterprise prepared in conformance with Schedule 1

and approved by a Certified Farm Environment Planner is provided to the Waikato RegionalCouncil
a++h€+ime as part of the resource consent application is-beged.

i. Nitrogen discharge from the properties meets the targets and timeframes set out in Schedule E, as

assessed by the Regional Council dnder the methodology contained in Schedule B (including

Updated Nitrogen Leaching Assessments.

Matters of C,ontrol

Waikato Regional Council reserves control over the following matters:
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i. The content of the Farm Environment Plan which in any event must be in accordance

with Schedule 1.

i1. Buffers, as specified in Schedule D.

ii. The maximum area of land to be used for commercial vegetable production.

iii. The actions and timeframes for undertaking mitigation actaons that maintain or

reduce the diffuse discharge of nitrogen, phosphorus or sediment to water or to land

where those contaminants may enter water, including provisions to manage the effects

of land being retired from commercialvegetable production and provisions to achaeve

Policy 3(d).

iv. The actaons and timeframes to ensure that diffuse discharge of nitrogen dees-net

increase beyend th is reduced to or

maintained at the level specified Schedule E or any operative nitrogen trading scheme.

v. The term ofthe resource consent

vi. The monitoring record keeping, reportang and information provision, including public

information provision, requirements for the holder of the resource consent to

demonstrate andlor monator compliance. with the Farm Envirenment Plan'

vii. The timeframe and circumstances under which the consent conditions may be

reviewed.

viii. Procedures for reviewing, amending and re-ee+ti*ing re-approving the+a+m

Envirenment Plan the resource consent including:

a)Periodic reviews in accordance with the sub-catchment review timeframes as specified

in Table 3.11-2

b) Reviews, initiated by the consent holder under section 128 on the purchase or sale of

any nitrogen discharge rights under any operative catchment nitrogen trading scheme,

in order to change the level of discharge authorised by this consent in clause iii.

Netifieatien: Censent aBplieatiens will be eensidered witheut netifieatienr and witheut

the neeC te ebtain written appreva! ef affeeted persens,

Reviews will be subject to limited or public notification based on progress against the

sub-catchment review targets and timeframes specified in Table 3.11-2.

3.11.5.6 ffi Non Complvins Activitv Rule -The use of land for farmine

activities/Te Ture m6 nqi k6whirinca mahi e herea ana - te whakamahinea o te whenua m6 ne6

mahinEa p6mu
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Rule3.11.5.6@NonComplying.-Theuseoflandforfarmingactiv.ties

The use of land for farming actavities that does not comply with the conditions, standard or terms of
Rules 3.11.5.1to 3.11.5.5 and the associated diffuse discharge of nitrogen, phosphorus, sediment
and microbial pathogens onto or into land in circumstances which may result in those contaminants

enter.ngwaterisa@noncomp|yingactivity(requiringresourceconsent).

Waikato Regional Council restriets its Ciseretien ever the will consider the following matters:
i. Cum{Jetirre Effects on water quality of the catchment of the Waikato and Waipi Rivers, including

cumulative effects and the extent to which the limits and targets Schedule E are achieved.

ii. The diffuse discharge of nitrogen, phosphorus, sediment and microbial pathogens.

iii. The need for and the content of a Farm Environment Plan.

iv. The term of the resource consent.

v. The monitoring, record keeping, reportang and information provision requirements for the holder
of the resource consent.

vi. The tame frame and circumstances under which the consent conditions may be reviewed.

vii.The matters addressed by Schedules A, B, C and D.

Notification: Consent applications wil! be considered withent limited or public notificationpnd
witheut the neeC te ebtain written appreval ef affeeted persens,

3.11.5.7 Non-Comolving ActiviW Rule - Land Use ChaneelTe Ture m6 nei mahi kSore e whai i nei
ture -Te Panonitanea i-Whakamahinea Whenua

Rule 3.11.5.7 - Non-Complying Activity Rule - land Use Change Notwathstanding any other rule in

this Plan, any of the following changes in the use of land from that which was occurring at 22

October 2016 within a property or enterprise located in the Waikato and Waipi catchments, where
prior to 1 July 2026 the change exceeds a total of4.1 hectares:

1. Woody vegetation to farming activities; or
2. Any livestock grazing other than dairy farming to dairy farming; or
3. Arable cropping to dairy farming; or
4. Any land use to commercialvegetable production except as provided for under standard and term
g. of Rule 3.11.5.5 is a non-complying activity (requiring resource consent) until l July 2026.

Notification: Consent applications will be considered withe{rt limited or public notificationzend
witheut the need te ebtain written appreval ef affeeteC persens subjeet te the Ceuneil being

et+isting-land{€e

3.11.5.9 Prohibited Activitv Rule - The discharee of sediment from disturbed land to water without a

buffer
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Rule 3.11.5.9- Prohibited Activity Rule - Except where authorised by consent or any other rule in

this plan, any discharge of sediment without mitigation from disturbed land to a waterway in

Schedule C is a prohibited activity

Schedute A - Resistration with Waikato Reeional Council/Te Aoitihanea A -Te r€hita me te

Kaunihera 6-Rohe o

Waikato Properties with an area greater than 2 hectares (excluding urban propertaes) must be

registered with the Waikato Regional Council in the following manner:

1. Registration must occur between 1 September 2018 and 31 March 2019.

2. Registration information set out in clause 5, and where relevant in clause 6, below must

be provided.

3. Proof of registration must be provided to the Waikato Regional Council if requested by

the Councal.

4. Registration information must be updated by the new owner of a property within 30

working days of the new owner taking possession of the property, or othenvise at the

request of the Waikato Regiona! Council.

5. All property owners must provide:

a. The following information in respect of the land owner, and the person

responsible for using the land (if different from the land owner):

i. Fullname.

ia. Trading name (if applicable, where the owner is a company or
other entity).

aai. Full postal and email address.

iv. Telephone contact details.

b. legal descriptaon of the property as per the certificate(s) of title.

c. Physical addressofthe property.

d. A description of the land use activity or activataes undertaken on the property as

at 22 October 20L6, including the land area of each activity.

e. The total land area of the property.

f. Where the land is used for grazing, the stocking rate of animals grazed on the

land.

5. Properties that graze livestock must also provide a map showing:

a. The location of:
i. Property boundaries; and

ii. Water bodies listed in Schedule C for stock exclusion within the
property boundary and fences adjacent to those water bodies;

and

iii. Livestock crossing points over those water bodies and a

description of any livestock crossing structures.

Schedule B - Nitroeen Reference Point and Updated leachine Assessments/Te Aoitihansa B -Te
tohu 6-hauota

A property or enterprise with a cumulative area greater than 20 hectares (or any property or

enterprase used for commercialvegetable production) must have a Nitrogen Reference Point
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calculated as follows. Upon consent review, assessments of leaching may need to be recalculated,

and the methodology for the calculation of Updated Leaching Assessments is provided as well:

a. The Nitrogen Reference Point or Updated l-eaching Assessment must be calculated by a

Certified Farm Nutrient Advisor to determine the amount of nitrogen being leached from the
property or enterprise during the relevant reference period specified in clause f), except for
any land use change approved under Rule 3.11.5.7 where the Nitrogen Reference Point or
Updated Leaching Assessment shall be determined through the Rule 3.11.5.7 consent
process.

b. The Nitrogen Reference Point shall be the highest annual nitrogen leaching loss that
occurred during a single year (being 12 consecutive months)within the reference period

specified in clause f), except for commercialvegetable production in which case the Nitrogen
Reference Point shal! be the average annual nitrogen leaching loss during the reference
period. The Updated Leaching Assessment will be the rolling average of all years within a

review period.

c. The Nitrogen Reference Point or Updated Leaching Assessment must be calculated using the
current version of the OVERSEER o Model (or any other model approved by the Chief
Executive of the Waikato Regional Council).

d. The Nitrogen Reference Point or Updated Leaching Assessment data shall comprise the
electronic output file from the OVERSEER o or other approved model, and where the
OVERSEER o Model is used, it must be calculated using the OVERSEER o Best Practice Data

lnput Standards 201O with the exceptions and inclusions set out in Schedule B Table 1.

e. The Nitrogen Reference Point and the Nitrogen Reference Point data must be provided to
Waikato Regional Councilwithin the period l September 2018 to 31 March 2019.

f. The reference period is the two financialyears coverinC2Ol4l2Ol5 and 2OLS|2OL6, except
for commercialvegetable production in which case the reference period is l July 2006 to 30

June 2015. For Updated leaching Assessments, the period is stated in Table 3.71-2 for that
sub-catchment.

g. The following records (where relevant to the land use undertaken on the property or
enterprise) must be retained and provided to Waikato Regional Councila+i+s+equest as part
of the nitrogen leaching assessment:

i) Stock numbers as recorded in annual accounts together with stock sale and purchase

invoices;

ia) Dairy productaon data;
iii) lnvoices for fertiliser applied to the !and;

iv) lnvoices for feed supplements sold or purchased;

v) Water use records for irrigation (to be averaged over 3 years or longer) in order to
determine irrigation application rates;

vi) Crops grown on the land; and

vii) Horticulture crop diaries and NZGAP records.

h. Where changes to OVERSEER (or another model approved by the Chief Executive) results in

a higher nitrogen discharge modelled for the same Overseer input file on any particular

property or properties, then the consent holder will be required to modify inputs in order to
continue meet the level stated on the consent based on the new version of the model (or

new model) unless and until all consents in the sub-catchment are reviewed under the sub-

catchment review timeframes as specified in Table 3.LL-2.
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Table 1: Data input methodology for ensuring consistency of Nitrogen Reference Polnt or Updated

Leaching Assessment data using the OVERSEER o Model

OVERSEERo Parameter SettinE that must be used Explanatory note

Farm model
Pastoral and horticulture

To cover the entire enterprise
including riparian, retired,
forestry, and yards and races.

The model is to include non-
contiguous propertaes that are
part of the enterprise that are
in the same sub-catchment. lf
the farm (for example where
dairy animals are grazed or
wintered) is part of another
farming business such as a

drystock farm, the losses from
those animals will be
represented an the drystock
farm's Overseer model.

To capture the "whole farm" in

one Overseer o file, where
possible, to truly represent
nitrogen losses from farm in
the catchment area.

[ocation
Pastoral and horticulture

Select Waikato Region This setting has an effect on
climate settings and some

animal characteristics and is

reouired to ensure consastency.

Animal distribution - relative
prod uctivity pastora I only

Use "no differences between
blocks" with the following
exceptions:

o Grazed pines or other
woody vegetation. ln

this case use "Relative
yield" and set the
grazed pine blocks to
O.a las%.|.

o Where the farm has a

mixture of irrigated and

non-irrigated areas. ln

this case use "Relative
yield" and set the
irrigated area to 1
(100%), and the non-

irrigated areas to 0.75

175/ol.

Wetlands Entered as Riparian Blocks As per the 2016 OVERSEER o

Best Practice Data lnput
Standards.

Stock number entry Based on specific stock
numbers only

To ensure consistency and

accuracy of stock number
inouts.

Animalweights Only use OVERSEER o defaults -
do not enter in weights and use

Accurate animal weights are

difficult to obtain and prove.
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the age at start settang where
available (national averaees).

Block climate data Only use the Climate Stataon

tool For contiguous blocks use

the coordinates from the
location of the dairy shed or
the middle of the farm area (for
non-dairy).
For non-contaguous blocks use
individual blocks' climate
station coordinates

Soildescription Use Soil Order - obtained from
S-Map or where S-Map is

unavailable from LRI 1:50,000
data or a soi! mao of the farm.

To ensure consistency between
areas of the region that have S-

Map data and those that don't.

Missing data ln the absence of Nitrogen
Referencing information being
provided the Waikato Regional
Council will use appropriate
default numbers for any
necessary inputs to the
OVERSEER o model(such
default numbers will generally
be around 75To of normal
Freshwater Management Unit^
average values for those
inouts).

Some farms will not be able to
supply data, therefore a default
must be established.
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Schedule C - Stock exclusion/Te Aoitihanea C -Te aukatinea o nei kararehe

Except as provided by Exclusions l. and ll., stock must be excluded from the water bodies lasted an a.

to iv. below as follows:

1. The water bodies must be fenced to exclude cattle, horses, deer and pigs, unless those
animals are prevented from entering the bed of the water body by a stock proof natural
barrier, including constructed barriers, formed by topography or vegetation.

2. New fences installed after 22 October 2016 must be located to ensure cattle, horses, deer
and pigs cannot be within one metre of the bed of the water body (excluding constructed
wetlands).

3. Livestock must not be permitted to enter onto or pass across the bed of the water bodn
except when using a livestock crossing structure.

4. For land use authorased under Rules 3.11.5.1 or 3.11.5.2, clauses I and 2 must be complied
with:
a. By l July 2023 for properties and enterprises within Priority I sub-catchments listed in

Table 3.11-2.

b. By l July 2025 for properties and enterprises within Priority 2 and Priority 3 sub-

catchments listed an Table 3.11-2.

5. For land use authorised under Rules 3.11.5.3, 3.11.5.4 or 3.11.5.5, clauses 1 and 2 must be

complied with by the date and in the manner specified in the property's or enterprase's Farm
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Environment Plan, which shall be within 3 years following the dates by which a Farm

Environment Plan must be provided to the Council, or in any case no later than l July 2026.

Water bodies from which cattle, horses, deer and pigs must be excluded:

i. Any river that continually contains surface water.

ii. Any drain that continually contains surface water.

iii. Any wetland, including a constructed wetland.

iv. Any lake.

Exclusions: The following situations are excluded from clauses 1 and 2:

l. Where the entry onto or passing across the bed of the water body is by horses

that are being ridden or led.

!1. Where the entry onto or passing across the bed of the water body is by a feral

animal.

Schedule D - Buffer reouirements based on ESC Slooe Class

Green 5m

Yellow l0m

Orange 20m

Red 30m
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Schedule E - Nitroeen Load Limits and Tareets bv Sub-catchment

To be fully populoted during further submissions bosed off the proposed short and long term torgets in Toble 3.11-2.

Subcatchment

(Name and number)

Current Load

TN

Load required

to achieve

short term

target

TN

% reduction

required

throughout

sub-catchment

to achieve

short term

target in Table

3.Lt-z

Load required

to achieve long

term 80 year

target

TN 7o reduction

required

throughout

sub-catchment

to achieve long

term target in

Table 3.11-2

Priority I subcatchments 3O/o

Priority 2 subcatchments 30%

Priority 3 subcatchments 3OYo
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Amended Tables 3.11-1

Amended Table 3.11-1- Upoer Waikato River Freshwater Manaeement Unit
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Amended Table 3.11.1- Middle Waikato River Freshwater Manaeement Unit
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Amended Table 3.11-1- lower Waikato River Freshwater Manaeement Unit
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Amended Table 3.11-2

Sub-catchment identifier Sub-catchment number Prioritv Rule Commencement First review date Review period

date thereafter
Mancatangi 2 1 2020 2025 5 years

Whakapipi 3 1 2020 2025 5 vears
WhanEamarino at Jefferies
Rd Br

10 I 2020 2025 5 vears
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Oouatia 11 I 2020 2025 5 years

Waereoea L2 I 2020 202s 5 vears

Waikare 13 1 2020 2025 5 vears

Matahutu t4 I 2020 2025 5 vears

Whangaoe 16 1 2020 2025 5 vears

Mangawara t7 1 2020 2025 5 vears

Awaroa (Rotowaro) at
Harrislfe lhaklBt

18 1 2020 2025 5 vears

Waikato at Huntlv-Tainui Br 20 I 2020 2025 5 vears

Waikato at Horotiu Br 25 I 2020 2025 5 vears

Waikato at Bridse St Br 27 1 2020 2025 5 vears

Waitawhiriwhiri 28 1 2020 2025 5 yeats

Maneakotuokotutuku 30 1 2020 2025 5 vears

Mangawhero 35 1 2020 2025 5 vears

Moakurarua 42 1 2020 2025 5 vears

Little Waioa 44 1 2020 2025 5 vears

Pokaiwhenua

45 1 2020 2025 5 vears

Mangaminei 48 1 2020 2025 5 vears

Waipa at Otorohanea

51 ! 2020 2025 5 vears

Waitomo at Otorohanqa 52 1 2020 202s 5 vears

Mangapu 53 1 2020 2025 5 vears

Manqarapa 55 I 2020 2025 5 vears
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Mangaharakeke 57 I 2020 202s 5 vears

Mangarama 61 I 2020 2025 5 vears

Mangaokewa 63 ! 2020 2025 5 vears

Waikato at Waioaoa 64 I 2020 2025 5 vears

Waiotaou at Homestead 65 I 2020 2025 5 vears

Waioa at Maneaokewa Rd 68 ! 2020 2025 5 vears

Waioaoa 70 ! 2020 2025 5 vears

Torepatutahi 72 1 2020 202s 5 vears

Waikato at Tuakau Br 4 2 2023 2028 5 vears

Waikato at Port Waikato 6 2 2023 2028 5 vears

Waikato at Raneiriri 15 2 2023 2028 5 vears

Awaroa (Rotowaro) at

Sansons Br

19 2 2023 2028 5 vears

Firewood 2t 2 2023 2028 5 vears

Komakorau 22 2 2023 2028 5 vears

Waipa at Wainearo Rd Br 24 2 2023 2028 5 vears

31 2 2023 2028 5 vears
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Mangaone

Waioa at SH23 Br

Whatawhata

34 2 2023 2028 5 vears

Kaniwhaniwha 35 2 2023 2028 5 vears

Mansapiko 38 z 2023 2028 5 vears

Puniu at Bartons Corner Rd

Br

40 z 2023 2028 5 vears

Waipa at Pironeia-Ngutunui

Rd Br

43 z 2023 2028 5 vears

Waitomo at SH31

Otorohanea

46 z 2023 2028 5 vears

Whakauru 49 2 2023 2028 5 vears

Tahunaatara

54 2 2023 2028 5 vears

Otamakokore 59 z 2023 2028 5 vears

Waipa at Otewa

50 Z 2023 2028 5 vears
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Kawaunui 62 2 2023 2028 5 vears

Waikato at Whakamaru 67 z 2023 2028 5 vears

Mangakara 69 2 2023 2028 5 vears

Mangakino 7t z 2023 2028 5 vears

Maneatawhiri 1 3 2026 2031 5 vears

Awaroa (Waiukul 5 3 2026 2031 5 vears

Ohaeroa 7 3 2026 2031 5 vears

Waikato at Mercer Br 9 3 2026 2031 5 vears

Ohote 26 3 2026 2031 5 vears

Mangonua 29 3 2026 2031 5 vears

Karaoiro 32 3 2026 203t 5 vears

Waikato at Narrows 33 3 2026 2031 5 vears

Mangauika 37 3 2026 2031 5 vears

Mansaohoi 39 g 2026 2031 5 vears

Waikato at Karapiro 4t 3 2026 2031 5 vears

Mangatutu 47 3 2026 2031 5 vears
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Puniu at Wharepapa 50 3 2026 2031 5 vears

Whirinaki 56 3 2026 203L 5 vears

Waiotaou at Camobel! 58 3 2026 2031 5 vears

Waikato at Ohaaki 73 3 2026 2031 5 vears

Pueto 74 3 2026 203L 5 vears
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